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Chapter I 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The compound action potential (AP) of the auditory nerve is a response to the on­
set of a sound stimulus. The properties of the peripheral hearing organ are reflec­
ted in the neural response and information about the function and disfunction of 
this system can be obtained |6, 8|. In order to provide a basis for further consi­
derations about AP behaviour a model description of the peripheral auditory system 
is presented. Then it will become apparent how the AP is related to the different 
mechanisms in the auditory pathway. 
THE PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM 
In Fig. 1 the system is represented by a block diagram, which reflects the physio·1-
logical structures (for detailed modelling of the system we refer to de Jongh |l5|). 
M = the mechanical system, the external and middle ear; transfer of movement from air pressure 
fluctuations to vibrations of the stapes. 
Sound waves enter the outer ear canal as air pressure fluctuations and set the ear­
drum into vibration. The movement of the ear-drum is transmitted to the inner ear 
(cochlea) via the ossicular chain. The innermost bone of the chain is the stapes, 
it is coupled via the oval window with the fluid in the cochlea. The function of 
the middle ear is to translate airborne vibrations into pressure waves in the coch­
lear fluid and to match impedances between this fluid and air |6|. 
sound M H s Ν 
nerve 
impulses 
Fig, 1. Block diagram of the peripheral auditory system: 
M - Mechanical system transfer of movement from air pressure fluctuations to vibrations of the 
stapes; 
И = Hydromeahanical system; transduction from stapes vibrations via fluid vibration to electrical 
changes in the hair cell; 
S - Hairaell^neuron synapse; electrical-chemical coupling between hair cell and nerve fibre; 
N = Nerve system, the nervus aooustiaus. 
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H = the hydramechanical system, transduction from stapes vibrations via fluid vibration to eleatri-
oal changes in the hair оеЪЪ. 
The cochlear space is divided by membranes into three sub-spaces, scala tympani, 
scala media and scala vestibuli. In scala media the organ of Corti, containing the 
sensory cells, is situated on the basilar membrane. The sensory cells are organized 
in one row of inner hair cells and three rows of outer hair cells. The pressure 
waves in the fluid create oscillations of the basilar membrane. The mass and stiff­
ness properties of the structures cause every spot on the basilar membrane to 
.respond maximally to only one frequency thus giving rise to a frequency - place 
'conversion 120, 23, 291. The place of resonance is for the high frequencies near 
the stapes in the basal part, and for the low frequencies on the other end of the 
basilar membrane, in the apical part of the cochlea. In the hair cells a transfor­
mation from mechanical vibration to electrical processes takes place, resulting in 
the receptor potentials: the summating potential (DC) and the cochlear microphonics 
(AC) . It has been shown that the frequency selectivity of the basilar membrane is 
less sharp than that shown by the hair-cell potentials |25, 29|. 
It may well be assumed that the hair cell and the basilar-membrane motion 
interact |9, 24|, therefore, in our considerations we take the transformation from 
fluid waves to hair-cell excitation as one System. This system is also called the 
filter mechanism. Up to this point the auditory system is thought to be determi­
nistic i.e. under identical conditions, one and the same stimulus excites the hair 
cells in an identical way. 
S = the hairceVL-neuron synapse; electro-chemical coupling between hair cell and nerve fibre. 
The guinea pig cochlea is innervated by about 40,000 afferent nerve fibres from 
which 10-15% comes from the inner-hair cells and thus 85-90% from the outer hair 
cells |21, 26|. The link between hair cell and neuron is the synapse. In 'the 
presynaptic region of a hair cell vescicles with transmitter substance are appa­
rent. Activation of the hair cells results in release of transmitter substance in 
the synaptic cleft between hair cell and neuron. The transmitter substance diffuses 
to the post-synaptic membrane where at free receptor placés it forms an active com-
plex. This results in a change of the permeability of the membrane and causes a de-
polarization of the neural membrane |l, 16, 27|. This process is stochastic, and 
ruled by the store of transmitter vescicles apd the probability of the release 
|12, 13|. The diffusion of the transmitter substance through the cleft needs some 
minimal duration, the minimal synaptic delay |2|. 
N - the nerve system, the auditory nerve. 
When the depolarization of the post-synaptic neuron membrane is above a threshold 
level the neuron fires an action potential which is an all-or-none event, and the 
firing pattern serves as a coding for the central nervous system. 
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THE COMPOUND ACTION POTENTIAL, ITS PROPERTIES AND THOSE OF THE AUDITORY STRUCTURES 
With a microelectrode inserted into a fibre the firings can be measured intracellu-
larly |11, 18|. In this way information about the peripheral auditory system is ob-
tained, especially with respect to the one point on the basilar membrane from which 
the fibre receives its input. 
A gross electrode in the neighbourhood of thç auditory nerve can pick up the 
extracellular action potentials (ap) from the activated fibres |22| of the nerve. 
Only when the firings are'synchronized a compound action potential can be recorded. 
Synchronization is evoked by a rapid change in stimulus, e.g. by the onset of a 
stimulus (a tone burst or a click). 
The compound action potential (AP) is thus composed of contributions from 
single fibres (ap). The contribution of one fibre to the round window AP in the 
cat is the same for all fibres, it is called the unit oontribution and it has an am-
plitude of about 0.2 yV |l9|. It is assumed that all contributions'add linearly. 
Hence when within the interval Δ the unit contribution hardly changes, the contri­
bution to the AP of fibres that start to fire at time t where (k-l)Ä<t<kA can be 
expressed as: ' 
nka(t-kA), (1) 
where n k = number of firings that start at time (k-1) Ä<t<kA and a(t) = unit contri-
bution dependent on time t. 
The compound AP can be described as: 
A(t) =Ση. a(t-kA), (2) 
к
 K 
where A(t) = the compound action potential. 
In the limit for Δ-+0 the sum transforms into an integral: 
A(t) ^ / ^ ( T j a i t - O d x , (3) 
where s(t) = the latency distribution function. 
In Eq. (3) the AP is expressed as the convolution of the unit contribution and 
the latency distribution function 1141 . The latter functioh expresses the amount 
of fibres that start to contribute at a particular latency, and in this way des­
cribes the representation of single fibres in the compound action potential on the 
basis of latency (t-representation). Another representation is one according to 
the characteristic (best) frequency (CF) of the fibres, the f-representation: 
40kHz 
A(t) - /r(ï PST _(T))a(t-TldT, (4) 
0
 CF=0 C F 
where PSTCF(t) = the contribution Of fibres with characteristic frequency CF |ll|. 
The two representations are interrelated according to the CF-latency relation, 
which depends on stimulus conditions and for which normally holds: short latencies 
belong to high CFs and long latencies to low CFs. 
The compound action potential varies with changing stimulus conditions. This 
dependence is determined by the properties of the peripheral auditory system and 
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it can be described as a change in single-fibre representation and/or a change in 
unit contribution. 
The AP behaviour for different stimulus aonditions 
In this thesis the behaviour of the AP is analysed for four stimulus conditions: 
variation of stimulus intensity (I), of inter-stimulus interval (ISI), of conti­
nuous wide-band noise masker level (M), and of body temperature (T). In all four 
cases the latency of the first negative deflection (N,) changes, and in the case 
of a decrease of I, ISI and an increase of M the amplitude of N. decreases. The 
amplitude-latency relations show different influences of the various auditory sub­
systems for changes of different stimulus conditions. 
The influences of the various structures of the auditory periphery. 
Briefly, for the different changes in the stimulus condition, the possible influen­
ces of the auditory mechanisms will be discussed. 
The mechanical system is supposed to be linear, and the frequency transformation 
of the outer and middle ear only changes the frequency content of the stimulus. 
Therefore, the mechanical system has no influence on the AP for changes of I, ISI, 
M and T. 
The hydromechanical system determines intensity and frequency coding, and thus 
will have a large influence for intensity changes. Receptor potentials are invari­
ant for a decrease of ISI and an increase of M |l2, 5|. Lowering the body tempera­
ture may change the properties of the frequency selectivity of the auditory system 
|4|. Hence the hydromechanical system can have its influence on the AP for changes 
of I and Τ and has no influence for changes of ISI and M. 
The stochastic action of the synapse transforms the magnitude of the receptor 
potentials into a firing-probability function. The probability function depends on 
the receptor-potential, the presynaptic storage of vescicles, and the noise in the 
pre- and post-synaptic membranes. For small amounts of transmitter release the mem­
brane noise causes an additional broadening of the probability function. For high 
intensities, the limited amount of available vescicles will restrict the maximum 
of the probability function. During constant stimulus presentation the presynaptic 
storage of vescicles is reduced |12, 13|. This decrease will cause adaptation phe­
nomena, which will be reflected in ISI and masking experiments. A decrease of 
body temperature results in desynchronization of the release of transmitter sub­
stance and an increase in the minimal synaptic delay |l7|. Therefore, the synaptic 
system may influence the AP behaviour for changes of I, ISI, M and T. 
When the depolarization of the post-synaptic membrane is above threshold, the 
nerve fibre fires. It is assumed that under normal conditions this threshold hardly 
effects the hearing threshold. The nerve action is subject to refractoriness: di­
rectly after firing of the neuron it is in the absolute refractory state (no exci­
tation is possible), this is followed by the relative refractory state (excitation 
threshold is elevated). Refractoriness has its effect also on adaptation and mas­
king. In addition, the functioning of the nerve depends on physiological condition^ 
such as temperature |28|. Hence the nerve system influences the AP for ISI, M- and 
T-variations but no influence is expected for changes of I. 
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THE THEME 
The m a i n t h e m e o f t h i s t h e s i s i s t o e x p r e s s AP b e h a v i o u r i n t e r m s o f c h a n g e s i n 
t h e s i n g l e - f i b r e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n and u n i t c o n t r i b u t i o n a s w e l l a s i n t h e i n v o l v e -
m e n t o f t h e d i f f e r e n t a u d i t o r y m e c h a n i s m s . A t t e n t i o n i s f o c u s s e d on t h e i n f l u e n c e 
o f t h e h a i r c e l l - n e u r o n s y n a p s e on t h e f- and t - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of s i n g l e - f i b r e 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t h e c a s e of a d a p t a t i o n | 7 | . 
THE PROCEDURE 
When t h e i n t e r - s t i m u l u s i n t e r v a l i s l o w e r e d t h e compound a c t i o n p o t e n t i a l a d a p t s . 
S i n c e t h e r e c e p t o r p o t e n t i a l s a r e n o t i n f l u e n c e d by a d e c r e a s e i n I S I 112 | , a d a p -
t a t i o n m u s t b e l o c a l i z e d i n s t r u c t u r e s c e n t r a l t o t h e h y d r o m e c h a n i c a l p a r t o f 
t h e s y s t e m : t h e h a i r c e l l - n e u r o n s y n a p s e and t h e n e r v e . I n o r d e r t o d i s c r i m i n a t e 
b e t w e e n t h e i n f l u e n c e of b o t h s t r u c t u r e s t h e b e h a v i o u r o f e l e c t r i c a l l y a n d a c o u s t i -
c a l l y e v o k e d APs i s c o m p a r e d ( C h a p t e r I I I ) . E l e c t r i c a l s t i m u l a t i o n i s a s s u m e d t o 
e x c i t e t h e n e r v e d i r e c t l y t h u s g i v i n g i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t t h e n e r v e s y s t e m . I n m o s t 
o f t h e e x p e r i m e n t s t h e AP was r e c o r d e d w i t h an e l e c t r o d e on t h e r o u n d window o f 
t h e g u i n e a p i g c o c h l e a . F o r e l e c t r i c a l s t i m u l a t i o n o f t h e c o c h l e a t h e r o u n d window 
e l e c t r o d e was u s e d a s o n e of t h e s t i m u l u s e l e c t r o d e s and a new r e c o r d i n g s i t e was 
f o u n d on t h e i n t e r c r a n i a l n e r v e s u r f a c e . T h e r e f o r e , t h e i n f l u e n c e o f r e c o r d i n g s i t e 
on t h e p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e AP was i n v e s t i g a t e d f i r s t ( C h a p t e r I I ) . One of t h e c o n -
c l u s i o n s f rom t h e b e h a v i o u r o f t h e e l e c t r i c a l l y e v o k e d AP i s t h a t t h e wave fo rm o f 
t h e u n i t c o n t r i b u t i o n i s i n v a r i a n t f o r v a r i a t i o n s o f i n t e n s i t y , i n t e r - s t i m u l u s 
i n t e r v a l and m a s k e r l e v e l , b u t b r o a d e n s when t h e a n i m a l i s c o o l e d . Hence f o r t h e 
f i r s t t h r e e s t i m u l u s v a r i a t i o n s t h e AP b e h a v i o u r i s o n l y c a u s e d by c h a n g e s i n t h e 
s i n g l e - f i b r e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , h o w e v e r , f o r l o w e r i n g t h e body t e m p e r a t u r e t h e AP 
b e h a v i o u r c a n a l s o b e t h e r e s u l t of a c h a n g e i n t h e u n i t r e s p o n s e . 
I n o r d e r t o i n v e s t i g a t e t h e b e h a v i o u r o f t h e s i n g l e - f i b r e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n two 
m e t h o d s a r e u s e d : n a r r o w - b a n d a n a l y s i s ( C h a p t e r IV and V) and d e c o n v o l u t i o n ( C h a p -
t e r V I ) . The n a r r o w - b a n d . a n a l y s i s r e v e a l s t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n o f s m a l l r e g i o n s a l o n g 
t h e c o c h l e a r p a r t i t i o n o r d e r e d a c c o r d i n g t o b e s t f r e q u e n c y , i n t h i s way a p i c t u r e 
o f t h e f - r e p r é s e n t â t i o n i s g a i n e d . The d e c o n v o l u t i o n t e c h n i q u e p r o d u c e s an e s t i m a t e 
o f t h e l a t e n c y - d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n : t h e t - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n . 
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S u m m a r y 
In this study the behaviour of the acoustically evoked potentials simultaneously recorded from 
round window and nerve surface, are compared. An 8-kHz tone burst was used as stimulus. The 
stimulus-response relationships, dependent on stimulus intensity, inter-stimulus interval, masking 
intensity and body temperature, are compared using linear regression of the corresponding response 
parameters. 
Qualitatively the relationships turned out to be identical, quantitatively there was a difference 
in adaptation behaviour not significant but present in all experiments. 
The behaviour is discussed with help of α mathematical description of the compound action 
potentials, a convolution of α unit contribution and α latency dispersion'function. The quantitative 
difference in case of adaptation can be explained by an increase in the rise-time of the latency 
distribution function when the waveform of the unit contribution is assumed to be diphasic for 
round-window and triphasic and narrower for nerve-surface recording. 
Zur Adaptation des peripheren Gehörs — / . Vergleich der Ableitungsorte 
Z u s a m m e n f a s s u n g 
In der vorliegenden Untersuchung wird das Verhalten von akustisch evozierten Potentialen 
verglichen, die gleichzeitig vom runden Fenster und von der Oberfläche des Nervs abgeleitet 
wurden. Als Reiz diente ein 8-kHz-Tonimpule. Die Beziehungen zwischen Reizsignal und Reiz-
antwort wurden als Funktion von Reizstärke, Reizabstand, Intensität des Verdeckungssignals 
sowie Körpertemperatur mittek linearer Regressionsanalyse untersucht. 
Es zeigte sich, daß diese Beziehungen qualitativ gleichwertig sind. Lediglich bei der Betrach-
tung des Adaptationsverhaltens fand sich in allen Experimenten eine allerdings nicht signifikante 
Differenz. Dieses Verhalten wird anhand einer mathematischen Beschreibung des Summenaktions-
potentials durch Faltung einer Einheiteantwort mit einer Latenz Verteilungsfunktion diskutiert. 
Wenn man annimmt, daß die vom runden Fenster abgeleitete Einheitsantwort einen biphasen, 
die von der Nervoberfläche abgeleitete jedoch einen triphaeen und schmaleren Kurvenverlauf 
aufweist, dann kann der quantitative Unterschied im Falle der Adaptation durch eine längere 
Anstiegszeit der Latenz Verteilungsfunktion erklärt werden. 
Sur Vadaptation auditive périphérique — I. Influence du site d'enregistrement 
S o m m a i r e 
On α comparé des enregistrements des potentiels évoqués acoustiques, effectués simultanément 
au niveau de la fenêtre ronde et à la surface du nerf auditif. Le stimulus était un son bref de 8 kHz. 
Les relations entre stimulation et réponse dépendent de l'intensité de la stimulation, de l'inter-
valle entre stimuli successifs, du niveau de masquage et de la température corporelle. Elles ont 
été comparées en utilisant la méthode de la régression linéaire des paramètres des réponses corre-
spondantes. 
Si qualitativement les relations observées apparaissaient comme identiques, quantitativement 
il s'est manifesté dans le comportement d'adaptation une différence apparemment non signifi-
cative mais présente dans toutes les expériences. Le comportement α été discute à l'aide d'un 
modèle mathématique décrivant le potentiel d'action composite sous la forme de la convolution 
d'une contribution unitaire avec une fonction de dispersion de la latence. 
La différence quantitative observée dans le cas de l'adaptation peut s'expliquer par une aug-
mentation du temps de montée de la fonction de distribution de la latence en supposant que la 
contribution unitaire ait une forme diphasique au niveau de la fenêtre ronde et une forme tri-
phosique plus étroite à la surface du nerf. 
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1. Introduction 
Compound action potentials (AP) recorded from 
the human or animal cochlea generally show a 
decrease in amplitude and an increase in latency 
with increased repetition rate of the acoustic 
stimuli [12], [20], [28]. This eifect has been called 
adaptation [12], [20], [25] or equilibration . [6]. 
Strictly speaking, adaptation is a change in a 
response parameter, e.g. the firing rate of a single 
auditory nerve fibre during prolonged stimulation. 
In the post-stimulus time histogram adaptation is 
shown as a decrease of the average rate of firing 
with time, starting with the onset of stimulus [15]. 
Derbyshire and Davis [β] used the term equilibration 
for the decrease in the compound nerve response 
with time after the onset of sound stimulation. The 
dscrease in AP amplitude, which is observed when 
the repetition rate of click stimuli is increased, is 
probably related to a decrease in the number of 
time-locked spikes per click [12}, [15]. Since this 
phenomenon is thought to rosult from the same 
mechanisms as those causing the perstimulatory 
adaptation [7], [15], we shall use the term adaptation 
for rate-dependent changes in the AP as well. 
Cochlear potentials such as the cochlear micro­
phonics (CM) and summating potentials (SP) do not 
show a change in amplitude when the stimulus rate 
is altered. This means that the adaptation mecha­
nism is situated centrally in relation to the struc­
tures generating these potentials. In normal ears 
the majority of CM and SP (95 •••99%) are 
generated by the outer hair cells [4], [5], the majority 
of afferent nerve fibres in the auditory nerve 
innervating the inner hair-cells [19], [26]. It is not 
completely clear where the adaptation mechanism 
is located. Indirect evidence has been reported by 
Coats [3] and Eggermont [8], on the basis of the 
influence of cochlear temperature on the adaptation 
phenomenon. The mechanism was suggested to be 
located centrally in relation to structures generating 
CM [3] and in the hair-cell neuron synapse [8]. The 
latter hypothesis has been investigated in model 
studies and found to be plausible [7], [9], [23]. 
A direct method to investigate the validity of 
this hypothesis is to compare acoustically and 
electrically evoked APs for various repetition rates 
[22]. It can safely be assumed that the electrically 
evoked AP by-passes the synaptic region and is the 
direct result of stimulation of the auditory nerve 
[24], although one must keep in mind the possibility 
of electromechanically induced excitation, e.g. 
mediated by the hair cells [16]. In general the latency 
of the evoked AP can serve as criterion for the 
occurrence of direct electrical stimulation of the 
nerve. Electrical stimulation of the cochlea results 
in an evoked AP as well as a stimulus artefact of 
considerable size and duration, which led Simmons 
and Glattke [24] to investigate the effect of this type 
of stimulation at the site of the inferior colliculus. 
However, we wished to record action potentials 
from the auditory nerve, because this involves the 
same structures as round-window recording. In 
practice, a satisfactory approach to reduce stimulus 
artefact and to record eight nerve potentials proved 
to be intra-cranial recording from the surface of the 
auditory nerve with a bipolar shielded-electrode. 
Since we were unable to find any reports on the 
waveform of the acoustically evoked AP recorded 
in this way, the first part of the present study was 
limited to the comparison of acoustically evoked 
APs using various electrode configurations on the 
nerve surface, the round window recording serving 
as reference. 
2. Methods 
In our experiments, 40 healthy guinea pigs of 
both sexes and weighing between 340 and 780 g 
were used. Each animal received as premedication 
an i.m. injection of 2.5 μg atropine sulphate and 
one of 0.03 ml Thalamonal® per 100 g body weight. 
Anaesthesia was obtained by i.p. injection of 
0.5 ml/100 g body-weight of a 20% aqueous solution 
of urethane. If necessary, additional urethane 
(0.1 ml/100 g) was administered every three hours 
during the experiments. Tracheotomy was routinely 
performed. The round window Was exposed via a 
retro-auricular approach, the auditory nerve intra-
cranially via the posterior fossa approach according 
to Morrison et al. [19]. 
Recording from the round window was performed 
with a silverball electrode; on the nerve surface, a 
stainless steel concentric electrode or a bipolar 
shielded electrode was used (Fig. 1). The shield of 
NS, NS, 
Θ Θ 
Transverse 
Section 
0 5 mm 
Side View 
//// Devcon 
Τ 
- 0 9 ^ 
Fig. 1. Nerve surface electrodes. On the left, the concentric 
electrode, on the right, the bipolar shielded electrode. All 
poles and the coats are made of stainless steel. 
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the nerve electrode was grounded. The position of 
both poles with respect to the nerve varied from 
experiment to experiment. High-frequency tone 
bursts were Used as stimuli; electrically these had 
a trapezoidal envelope with 0.33 ms rise and fall 
times and a 4 ms plateau. They were presented in 
alternating phase [27]. The stimuli were applied in 
a closed system consisting of a dynamic headphone 
(Standard Telephones and Cables, type STC 4026 A) 
attached to a hollow ear-bar with a length of 103 mm, 
an inner diameter of 5.0 mm, and an outer diameter 
of 8.0 mm. The frequency characteristic of this 
system is shown in Fig. 2 a. 
02 Ol 1 2 5 10 kHz 20 
Trequenry 
® Tone-Burst Wavelorm 
- i r t W I M ^ ^ — 
1ms 
© Tone-Bursl Spectrum Λ 
ΊΟ dB / \ 
1
 1 1 1 1 1 1—Γ ι τ -π 1 
1 2 5 kHz 10 20 
Frequency — -
Fig. 2. (a) The frequency characteristic of the stimulus 
system, 
(b) the measured waveform of the 8 kHz tone burst, 
(c) the spectrum of the 8-kHz tone burst. 
The acoustic waveform of the stimulus was 
monitored a t the former site of t h e i tympanic, 
membrane, using the substitution method with a 
1
І2 inch condenser microphone (Bruel & Kjaer, 
type 2615 cathode follower, type 4133, cartridge). 
The measured waveform of the 8-kHz stimulus is 
shown in Fig. 2 b. We used a frequency analyser 
(Bruel & Kjaer, type - 2107) to determine the 
spectrum of the stimulus (see Fig. 2 c). Masking 
noise was generated by an H P 3722 A pseudo-
randotn binary-sequency noise generator and was 
mixed electrically with the tone-burst stimuli. 
I n general, the rectal temperature was kept 
constant a t 38 0 C. I n experiments on temperature 
dependence, the whole animal was cooled, according 
to Eggermont [8]. 
2.1. Data proceseing 
Compound AP responses were recorded simul­
taneously from the round window and nerve surface 
with a concentric or bipolar shielded electrode. We 
used an amplification of 500 to 25000, bandpass 
^filtering (10 to 10000 Hz), and averaging (usually 
64 times). Typical responses are shown in Fig. 3. 
_—^~~ r\s "— RW 
11 Г \ _ . — NS, 
' W Jzspv 
Í 2 3 4 ms 5 
Start CM 
Fig. 3. Typical AP waveform lor round-window and for 
nerve surface recording with concentric and bipolar elec-
trodes. 091276-11; 8 kHz: 70dB; 38 "С; 128 ms. 
The round-window response starts with a positive 
summating potential having a small onset latency 
followed by the N i and N2 type AP. The first 
positive deflection in the responses recorded from 
the nerve surface, on the other hand, shows a 
considerable delay and is thought to be part of the 
neural response. We consider two response param­
eters: amplitude A and latency τ of the first 
negative deflection Νχ. As subscripts we use RWT, 
N S i , and NS2 for recording with the round-window, 
nerve-surface concentric, and bipolar electrodes 
respectively. The detailed data will for some typical 
animals be given here, and the behaviour of the 
group as a whole will be described in terms of 
regression and correlation analysis. Throughout, the 
change in the response parameters with alteration 
of the stimulus or temperature is presented absolute­
ly for latency and relatively for amplitude [8], [12]. 
The following regression curves were calculated: 
TNS = «0 + «i TRW ; 
log ^ N S = 60 + i>i log ^4RW . 
The coefficients ao, a\, bo, b\ and the cortelation 
coefficients will be presented in tabular form. 
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3. Results 
3.1. Input-output relationship 
For ten guinea pigs we determined the relation­
ships between A P R W and AP^s,, and for seven 
guinea pigs between A P R W and Α Ρ
Ν 8 ι . The results 
of two experiments are given in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 a 
shows amplitude versus intensity curves for two 
animals for round-window and nerve-surface 
responses. Fig. 4 b shows the corresponding data 
on latency. For animal 110576, nerve-surface 
potentials were recorded with the concentric 
electrode (NSi). These responses were in general 
stronger t h a n the round-window responses by a 
factor of 2.3. On average, the negative deflection of 
the nerve response occurred 0.20 ms later t h a n the 
N i of the round-window recording. 
I n animal 091276 we recorded with a bipolar 
electrode. Here we found N82 amplitudes to be 
smaller t h a n t h e RW amplitudes by a factor of 1.5. 
The mean latency delay of A P R W to A P N S l was 
0.35 ms. I n general, the ratio of ^ N S to ^ R W and 
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Fig. 4. Input-output behaviour. 
(a) Amplitude-intensity curve, 
(b) latency-intensity curve. 
OOO 110576 RW, 
· · · 110576 NSi, 
ΔΔΔ 091276 RW, 
••A 091276 NS2. 
1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 pV 500 1000 
Aw * 
25 
ms 
20 
15 
10 
05 
® 
$> 
Ά r/ 
s¿ 
t/ 
0 
05 10 15 20 ms 25 
Fig. 5. (a) Scatter diagram of amplitude relation under 
intensity variation, 
(b) scatter diagram of latency relation under intensity 
variation. 
ΔΔΔ 041073, NSi, 
ODD 111073, NSi, 
0 0 0 110576, NSb 
· · · 310174, N83, 
AAA 160175, NSü, 
• •Щ 091276, N82. 
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Table I. 
The régression and correlation coefficients for relation between corresponding parameters of .I4NS 
and AjiVf under intensity variation. 
NS 
recording 
NSi 
NSi 
NS! 
NS! 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NS2 
NS2 
NSa 
NS2 
NS2 
NSa 
NSa 
Animal 
221173 
041073 
181073 
040375 
111073 -
090975 
010875 
130576 
180975 
110576 
310174 
021276 
160175 
091276-11 
241074 
030774 
170974 
l o g i n s = 
bo 
0.40 
- 0 . 7 8 
- 0 . 5 0 
- 0 . 4 3 
- 0 . 5 6 
- 1 . 0 8 
- 0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 1 6 
- 1 . 0 7 
- 0 . 0 5 
= 6o + bi log^Rw 
61 
1.07 
1.10 
1.13 
1.22 
1.02 
1.20 
0.91 
1.16 
1.15 
1.21 
bi = 1.15 ± 0 . 1 4 
- 1 . 2 9 
- 0 . 3 4 
- 0 . 8 1 
- 0 . 4 6 
- 0 . 1 9 
- 1 . 3 0 
- 0 . 8 1 
1.16 
1.14 
1.00 
1.14 
0.98 
1.06 
1.02 
61 = 1.07 ± 0.07 
Гл 
0.99 
1.00 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
0.99 
0.98 
1.00 
1.00 
0.98 
TNS = 
ao 
0.13 
0.24 
0.16 
0.46 
0.21 
0.14 
0.16 
0.21 
0.26 
0.17 
ai = 
0.18 
0.29 
0.12 
0.27 
0.07 
0.51 
0.12 
Ol = 
= ao + 01 TRW 
αϊ 
0.94 
1.07 
1.04 
0.90 ' 
1.00 
1.01 
1.01 
1.13 
0.90 
1.02 
1.00 ± 0.07 
1.13 
1.08 
1.02 
1.05 
0.96 
0.73 
1.00 
1.00 ± 0.13 
Tr 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
0.98 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
0.98 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
the delay between TRW and TNS were hardly affected 
by stimulus variation, but they differed from 
experiment to experiment. For a group of 25 animals 
(17 NSi and 12 NS2), the amplitudes and latencies 
of A P N S and A P R W were compared for responses 
evoked by an 8-kHz tone-burst of 70 dB, an inter-
stimulus interval of 128 ms, and a body temperature 
of 38 0 C. I n general, J 4 N S I was smaller t h a n ^4χ8ι · 
The ratios between Λ
Ν 8 ι and ¿4RW ranged between 
0.2 and 4.1 with a mean of 1.2, and the ratios 
between Α^3> and ARVT ranged between 0.1 and 1.3 
with a mean of 0.5. The differences in amplitude 
and latency of t h e round-window and nerve 
responses were strongly dependent on the location 
of the nerve electrodes (see under Discussion, 
Section 4). I n some experiments the first positive 
peak in the monopolar nerve-surface registration 
dominated t h e negative peak. I n those cases the 
instant of maximal first positive deflection was 
taken as t h e measure of latency. The latency 
difference between τ ^ and TRW then become 
smaller: a mean of 0.10 ms (β animals) as against 
0.29 ms (11 animals). The delay between TRW and 
r^g, had an average value of 0.24 ms. Apart from 
these differences the general input-output behaviour 
of the responses was identical. This is further 
elucidated by Fig. 5 a and b, where log Лцз ' s 
plotted versus l o g ^ R w , and TNS versus TRW. 
respectively, for comparison of A P N S l with A P R W 
(3 animals) and A P N S l with A P R W (3 animals). I t is 
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evident t h a t here is a Linear relationship between 
corresponding parameters. For these relationships, 
linear regression lines were calculated for all 
experiments. The calculated coefficients are given 
in Table I . The slopes (61) of the amplitude relations 
are generally slightly larger t h a n 1, indicating t h a t 
with increasing intensity ^акз shows a somewhat 
larger increase t h a n . 4 R W · However, a t a signifi­
cance level of 95%, the mean of bi does not differ 
significantly from 1. The mean slope (αχ) of the 
τ lines is 1.00. The correlation coefficients for both 
the amplitude and the latency relations are all over 
0.98. Hence it is very likely t h a t the input-output 
behaviour of the three responses is identical. 
3.1.1. G e n e r a l b e h a v i o u r 
When intensity is increased, the nerve-surface 
and round-window responses behave identically. 
This is reflected by the fact t h a t amplitude 
ratios of J4N8 and .¿4RW and the latency delay 
between TNS and TRW are not dependent on 
intensity. 
The dependence on intensity is not significantly 
greater for Ans than for ^ R W - This was found in 
15 out of 17 experiments. 
3.2. Time-dependent properties 
When the interstimulus interval is decreased, the 
compound action potential recorded from the round 
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window shows adaptat ion: the amplitude decreases 
and the latency increases. This type of adaptation 
of nerve and round-window responses was compared 
in experiments performed in nine guinea pigs. For 
the nerve-surface recordings the concentric electrode 
was used in five, the bipolar shielded electrode in 
three animals, and in one animal (091276-11), both. 
The adaptation of A P R W , A P N S l and AP N , 4 j , in this 
last animal is shown in Fig. 6, where the decrease 
100 r 
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Fig. θ. (a) Relative amplitude behaviour as α function of 
inter-stimulus interval. 100% = amplitude when 1SI = 
25Ö ms, 
(b) latency as function of ISI. 
091276-11; 70 dB; 8 kHz. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Scatter diagram of amplitude relation of the 
adapting APs, 
(b) scatter diagram of latency relation of the adapting 
APs. 
8 kHz; 70 dB. 
OOO 220176 N81, 
ΔΔΔ 091276-11 NSi, 
DCD 130176 NSi, 
· · · 021276 NS2, 
• • • 091276-11 NS2, 
• • • 141276 № 2 . 
of the amplitude and increase of the latency with 
decreasing inter-stimulus interval can be seen. 
Since adaptation of A P R W takes place for inter-
stimulus intervals below 100 to 150 ms [7], we used 
intervals, not larger than 256 ms. The amplitudes 
of the three responses start to decrease a t the same 
inter-stimulus interval, but the amplitude of the 
nerve response shows a somewhat larger adaptation 
than the amplitude of the round-window recording. 
All three latencies show the same increase, starting 
at an interstimulus interval between 64 and 32 ms. 
The adaptation behaviour is further illustrated 
in Fig. 7a and b, for three experiments with con­
centric and three experiments with bipolar elec­
trodes. Fig. 7 a shows a plot of log-4NS versus 
log ^4RW. and in Fig. 7 b TNS is plotted versus T R W 
The slopes of the amplitude relations are about 1 for 
inter-stimulus intervals longer t h a n 32 ms. For 
smaller ISI the slopes become larger. This is 
reflected in the coefficients of the linear regression 
relations. 
For all experiments these coefficients of amplitude 
and latency relations are given in Table I I . The 
slope 61 of the amplitude relations is larger than 1 
for all experiments, which indicates a higher rate 
dependence of ^4NS compared to ^ R W - The mean 
value of the slope of log ^4
Ν 3 ι versus log .¡4RW is 
1.29 ± 0 . 1 3 (s.d.), for log .<4NSl versus log Í4RW this 
value is 1.52 i 0.36. Hence the slopes are larger 
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Table 11. 
The regression and correlation coefficients for relation between corresponding parameters of Ays 
and .4RW under ISI variation. 
NS 
recording 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
N S ! 
XSi 
NSi 
N S ! 
NSa 
N S 2 
X S B 
NSa 
NSa 
NSa 
NSa 
NSa , 
Stimulus 
8 kHz, 
4 kHz, 
6 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
70 dB 
80 dB 
80 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
Animal 
091276-11 
100276 
100276 
100276 
111073 
130176 
130176 
130176 
220175 
220175 
220175 
110576 
030174 
141276 
021276 
021276 
021276 
091276-11 
091276-11 
091276-11 
log^NS 
bo 
- 0 . 1 1 
- 0 . 7 8 
- 0 . 7 9 
- 0 . 4 9 
- 1.23 
- 1 . 4 1 
- 1 . 7 5 
- 0 . 7 5 
- 0 . 3 4 
- 0 . 3 2 
- 0 . 6 2 
- 0 . 2 5 
= bo + h log Ai 
δι 
1.16 
1.32 
1.26 
1.08 
1.28 
1.45 
1.56 
1.23 
1.22 
1.22 
1.32 
1.32 
δι = 1.2Э ± 0.13 
0.06 
- 1.24 
- 0 . 6 5 
- 0 . 9 5 
- 0 . 6 3 
- 1.52 
- 2 . 3 7 
- 2 . 2 0 
1.02 
1.78 
1.27 
1.3Э 
1.18 
1.63 
2.00 
1.89 
fti = 1,52 ± 0.36 
RW 
П4 
1.00 
1.00 
0.98 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.9Э 
0.95 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
TNS = 
«0 
0.02 
0.48 
0.16 
0,25 
0.08 
- 0 . 2 6 
0.02 
0.09 
0.46 
0.34 
0.47 
0.20 
Ol = 
- 0 . 0 3 
- 0 . 3 3 
0.83 
0.38 
0.50 
0.14 
0.16 
0.48 
αι = 
= Oo + Ol TRW 
Ol 
1.25 
0.96 
1.12 
1.06 
1.10 
1.45 
1.21 -
1.12 
0.93 
0.98 
0.89 
1.00 
1.09 ± 0.16 
1.4 
1.45 
0.72 
1.04 
0.91 
1.18 
1.14 
0.88 
1.09 ± 0.25 
rT 
0.98 
0.92 
0.96 
0.93 
0.99 
0.99 
0.98 
0.99 
0.99 
0.95 
0.98 
1.00 
0.98 
0.93 
0.97 
0.96 
1.00 
0.99 
0.95 
0.99 
than 1, but the deviation from 1 is not significant 
( 9 5 % level) over the whole group of experiments. 
The correlation coefficients of the amplitude 
relations are high: between 0.95 and 1.00. The 
regression line through the points of TNS versus 
Taw ¿show a mean slope of 1.09 ± 0 . 1 6 and ¿ 0 . 2 5 
for the responses recorded with the concentric and 
bipolar electrodes respectively, and the correlation 
coefficients are high : between 0.92 and 1.00. Hence 
an identical fate dependence of TNS and TRW is 
indicated. 
3.2.1. G e n e r a l b e h a v i o u r 
When the ISI is decreased, the qualitative 
changes of A P N S and A P R W are identical. 
Quantitatively, the decrease of .¡4NS was larger 
than tha t of ^ R W in all experiments. This difference 
is not, however, significant (data averaged over 12 
and 8 experiments for А^3і and J 4 N S S ) . 
TNS and TRW increase equally. 
The correlation coefficients are invariably high 
and over 0.92. 
3.3. Masking properties 
Masking experiments were performed in six 
guinea pigs. The masker consisted of continuous 
white noise with a cut-off frequency of 15 kHz, and 
an 8-kHz tone burst of 60, 70, or 80 dB SPL was 
used as probe. During the experiments the probe 
intensity was held constant and the intensity of 
the noise (N dB) was varied. The concentric 
electrode was used in four animals and the bipolar 
electrode in five. The nerve-surface responses were 
compared with the simultaneously recorded round-
window response. I n three animals, both types of 
nerve-surface recording were obtained. Figs. 8a and 
b show the results for animal 091276-11. The probe 
was presented at 70 dB SPL. The data are plotted 
as functions of the mask intensity. The amplitudes 
of all three types of response start to decrease a t a 
masking intensity between 10 and 20 dB SPL, and 
the corresponding latencies to increase between 
20 and 30 d B SPL, which is representative of the 
typical behaviour. I n Fig. 8 a the amplitudes of the 
surface responses decrease more rapidly than the 
amplitude of the round-window response. However, 
this is not the case for all experiments, as shown in 
Fig. 9 a, where log J4NS versus log J4RW is plotted 
for animal 091276-11 and the two other animals in 
which both A P N S l and A P N S , were recordetl. Fig. 9 b 
shows the corresponding latency relations. 
Table I I I gives the coefficients of the linear 
regression relations of amplitudes and latencies for 
all of the masking experiments. The average slope 
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Fig. 8. (a) Relative amplitude behaviour as a function of 
masking intensity. 100% = amplitude of AP without 
masking, 
(b) latency behaviour as a function of masking intensity. 
091276-11; 70 dB; 8 kHz. 
o o o RW, 
ΔΔΔ RW, 
· · · NSi, 
AAA NS 2. 
value is 1.07±0.16 and 1.08^0.24, for log AKSl 
versus log J4RW and log.4 X S l l versus l o g ^ R w . 
respectively. The corresponding correlation coeffi­
cients are larger t h a n 0.97. This indicates identical 
masking dependence for the amplitudes. The 
behaviour of the latencies shows less agreement than 
in the foregoing experiments. The correlation 
coefficients are between 0.72 and 1.0 and the slopes 
have a mean value of 1.07 ± 0.12 for the concentric 
electrode and 1.17 i 0.27 for the bipolar electrode. 
3.3.1. G e n e r a l b e h a v i o u r 
On the average the masking properties of A P N S 
and A P R W are identical. 
The variation in the behaviour of the relation 
between rÄ-Sl and TRW is large. 
On average, the quantitative increase of TXSja is 
larger than tha t of TRW > but this difference is not 
significant. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Scatter diagram of amplitude relation under 
masking, 
(b) scatter diagram of latency relation under masking. 
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3.4. The. influence of temperature 
I n six animals the body temperature was lowered 
stepwise from 38° t o 28 0C, and the response to an 
8-kHz tone burst of 70 or 60 dB SPL and an inter-
stimulus interval of 128 ms was recorded. I n four 
experiments the concentric and in three experiments 
the bipolar electrode was used for nerve-surface 
recording. Figs. 10a and b show the results of two 
experiments, one with the concentric and the other 
with the bipolar electrode. I n this Figure the 
amplitudes (a) and latencies (b) are plotted versus 
temperature. The quantitative behaviour of corre­
sponding parameters is identical. When the tem­
perature is lowered, the amplitude first increases 
slightly then decreases, whereas the latencies 
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Table III. 
The regression and correlation coefficients for relation between corresponding parameters of -¿NS 
and Anv,· under masking variation. 
xs 
recording 
NSi 
NS! 
NSi 
XSi 
NSi 
NSj 
NS! 
NSi 
NSi 
NS! 
N.Sü 
NS2 
NSz 
NSZ 
N82 
NS2 
Ν 8 2 
NS2 
NSa 
NS2 
NS2 
NS2 
XS2 
Stimul 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
8 kHz, 
us 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
70 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
60 dB 
70 dB 
80 dB 
70 dB 
Anima) 
181073 
181073 
181073 
021276 
021276 
021276 
091276-11 
091276-11 
091276-11 
141276 
010875 
010875 
010875 
021276 
021276 
021276 
091276-1 
091276-1 
091276-1 
091276-Π 
091276-11 
091276-11 
141276 
log A
 N s = 
Ьо 
- 0 . 3 0 
- 1.12 
- 0 . 2 5 
0.19 
0.03 
0.28 
0.13 
0.00 
- 0 . 1 0 
- 0 . 0 4 
= òo + 61 log A; 
h 
0.97 
1.45 
0.90 
1.00 
1.09 
0.98 
0.99 
1.05 
1.10 
1.20 
¿ι = 107 ± 0 . 1 6 
0.02 
- 0 . 0 8 
- 0 . 6 0 
0.51 
0.57 
0.29 
0.36 
- 0 . 5 7 
- 0 . 7 5 
- 0 . 2 9 
- 0 . 2 3 
- 0 . 9 0 
- 0 . 4 8 
0.86 
0.93 
1.11 
0.90 
0.89 
1.06 
0.73 
1.44 
1.50 
1.00 
0.95 
1.31 
1.32 
δι = 1.08 ± 0.24 
RW 
ГА 
1.00 
0.9Θ 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
1.00 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
0.Θ7 
0.97 
0.98 
0.99 
TNs = σο 
Of, 
0.36 
0.20 
0.77 
0.13 
- 0 . 0 1 
- 0 . 1 9 
0.38 
0.20 
0.13 
0.14 
+ «1 TRW 
Й1 
0.89 
1.00 
1.10 
0.96 
1.10 
1.30 
0.99 
1.11 
1.16 
1.08 
οι = 1.07 ± 0.12 
0.15 
- 0 . 1 6 
- 0 . 0 2 
0.18 
- 0 . 1 1 
0.51 
- 0 . 4 5 
0.52 
- 0 . 6 0 
- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 1 7 
0.21 
0.32 
1.00 
1.26 
1.12 
0.98 
1.25 
0.75 
1.50 
0.96 
1.74 
1.27 
1.38 
1.11 
0.89 
•η = 1.17 ± 0.27 
Гг 
0.99 
0.99 
0.97 
0.98 
0.97 
0.95 
0.95 
0.96 
0.92 
0.98 
0.99 
0.95 
0.98 
0.99 
0.95 
0.96 
0.72 
0.91 
1.00 
0.94 
0.97 
0.88 
0.97 
I n Fig. I l a and b the relations between the 
changes in t h e parameters of the various responses 
are plotted for all temperature experiments. The 
results of the linear regression calculations for these 
relations are given in Table IV. These results show 
t h a t the mean temperature influence on the param­
eters is identical for the three responses. The mean 
value of the slopes of the regression lines is 1.09 
± 0 . 3 3 and 1 .05±0.15 for the amplitudes and 
latencies, respectively. The individual behaviour of 
the amplitudes was not always identical in the seven 
experiments: t h e correlation coefficients varied 
between 0.57 and 1.00. The low correlation values 
can be ascribed to a lower influence of temperature 
on amplitude. The individual behaviour of the 
latencies is always identical: The correlation 
coefficients are 1.00. 
Hence, it may be concluded t h a t : 
— on average, the influence of temperature on 
APJJS and A P R W is the same ; 
— the correlation coefficients for the latency 
relations are very high, all amounting to 1 ; 
— the correlation coefficient for the amplitude 
relations is low for some experiments (0.57, 
0.75, 0.87), probably due to a limited tempera­
ture dependence of the amplitudes. 
I n five experiments the relatione between the 
input-output behaviour of the nerve-surface and 
round-window recordings were determined at 38° 
and a t 28 0 C. The results show a high degree of 
correlation between corresponding parameters at 
both 38° and 28 "C: the correlation coefficients are 
between 0.98 and 1.00. The relations between the 
amplitudes does not show a temperature effect. 
The mean slope values are 1.13 ± 0 . 0 9 and 1.11 
± 0 . 1 3 a t 38° and 28 "C, respectively. For all five 
experiments the slopes of the linear regression lines 
of TNS versus TRW show a decrease when the tem­
perature is lowered. The mean slope values are 
1.02 ± 0 . 0 7 and 0.90 ± 0 . 1 8 a t 38° and 28 0 C, 
respectively. This decrease is not significant, how­
ever. Hence, the relation between the input-output 
properties of the nerve-surface and round-window 
responses is not significantly dependent on tem­
perature. 
At low temperatures, the latencies of the nerve-
surface responses are slightly less dependent on 
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Fip. 10. (a) Amplitude behaviour as a function of tempera­
ture, 
(b) latency behaviour as a function of temperature. 
o o o 130576, 70dB, 8kHz, RVV, 
· · · 130576, 70 dB, 8 kHz, NSi, 
ΔΔΔ 030174, 60 dB, 8 kHz, RW, 
AAA 030174, 60 dB, 8 kHz, NS2. 
intensity than the latency of the round-window 
response. 
3.5. Narrow-band responses 
I n all of the foregoing experiments the qualitative 
behaviour of the three responses proved to be 
identical ; this holds for the input-output behaviour, 
temporal and masking properties, and temperature 
dependence. Quantitatively, some differences were 
found, but these are not significant when averaged 
over the experiments. On an individual basis these 
differences can be considered to have some im­
portance. A possible explanation for these differ­
ences could be disproportional contributions from 
different parts of the cochlea to the three compound 
action potentials. This hypothesis would be con­
sistent with the results of Derbyshire and Davis 
(1935), who found a lower threshold for high 
frequencies for the nerve-surface response relative 
to the round-window response. To investigate the 
contributions of various regions of the cochlea t o 
the different compound action potentials, a masking 
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Fig. 11. j(a) Scatter diagram of amplitude relation under 
changing temperature (Range 28° to 38 CC), 
(b) scatter diagram of latency relation under changing 
temperature (Range 28° to 38 °C), 8 kHz, 60/70 dB. 
0 0 0 271273 NS2, 
--.,• 030174 XS2, 
ΔΔΔ 130575 NSi, 
v v v 220775 NSi, 
· · · 090975 NSi, 
• • • 141276 NSi, 
AAA 141276 NS 2. 
technique with sharply filtered noise was employed. 
First, the tone-burst was masked with continuous 
white noise and the level of noise intensity a t which 
the stimulus was just masked, was determined. At 
the same level, but high-pass filtered (96 dB/octave), 
the noise was used as continuous masker. 
I n successive recordings the cut-off frequency was 
decreased in steps of half an octave. Subtraction of 
successive evoked responses indicates a contribution 
of a specific region of the cochlea, which is called a 
narrow-band response. The location of this region 
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Table IV. 
The regression and correlation coefficients for relation between corresponding parameters of Ays 
and J4RW under cooling. 
xs 
recording 
N S 2 
NSz 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
NSi 
xs, 
Stimulus 
8 kHz, 70 dB 
8 kHz, 60 dB 
8 kHz, 60 dB 
8 kHz, 60 dB 
8 kHz, 70 dB 
8 kHz, 70 dB 
8 kHz, 70 dB 
Animal 
271273 
030174 
220775 
090975 
130575 
141276 
141276 
log Ans 
bo 
- 0 . 1 9 
- 0 . 9 3 
- 1 . 0 5 
- 0 . 0 1 
- 0 . 2 8 
0.71 
- 0 . 1 5 
= &o + &i log A 
bi 
0.90 
1.52 
1.50 
0.73 
1.17 
0.74 
1.10 
6i = 1.09 ± 0.33 
RW 
ΓΑ 
0.57 
0.95 
0.99 
0.87 
1.00 
0.75 
0.98 
TNS = 
ao 
0.12 
0.06 
0.20 
0.07 
Ò.10 
0.20 
0.25 
αι = 
= ao -r "l TRW 
« i 
0.91 
1.21 
0.88 
1.07 
1.28 
1.00 
1.00 
1.05 ± 0.15 
Гт 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
single fibres. These " u n i t contributions" differ for 
the different types of compound action potentials. 
The shape of the' unit contribution can be approxi­
mated by a narrow-band response with high central 
frequency, because in such a response the con­
tributions of the individual nerve fibers are well 
synchronized [13]. I n Fig. 12 the narrow-band 
responses with central frequency 9.2 kHz show t h a t 
the unit contributions to A P R W , A P N S l , and A P N 3 s 
are diphasic, triphasic and tri- or tetraphasic, 
respectively. These different waveforms may lead 
to different behaviour of the three APs., This will 
be elaborated on in the next section. 
4. Discussion — Theoretical aspects 
4.1. The convolution description of the A Ρ 
For an understanding of the differences and the 
resemblances in the behaviour of A P R W , A P N S l , 
and A P J J S , it is convenient t o use mathematical 
expressions for the compound action potential 
First a description will be given for A P R W and 
A P X S l and from the latter a description for A P X S s , 
which is thè difference between two Α Ρ
Χ 3 ι , will 
follow. 
The compound action potentials are composed of 
contributions of single auditory nerve fibers, and, 
under two assumptions: 
1. t h a t the contributions of all fibres are identical, 
each being called a unit contribution, and 
2. t h a t the unit contributions add up linearly t o 
the AP, can be written as a convolution of the 
unit contribution and the latency distribution 
function [2], [13J, [14], [17], [31]. This last 
function indicates the number of newly-activated 
neurons as a function of time since the onset of 
the stimulus. 
Hence, 
A(t) = s(t)®a(t), 
is determined by the cut-off frequencies [11]. 
Fig. 12 shows the results of a narrow-band analysis 
of nerve-surface and round-window responses. The 
stimulus was an 8-kHz tone-burst of 60 dB. The 
central frequencies of the narrow-band responses 
were 18.4, 13.1, 9.2, 6.5, and 4.6 kHz. I n narrow­
band responses the latency is larger when the 
central frequency is lower, which reflects the place-
dependent cochlear delay. From Fig. 12 it can be 
seen t h a t for the nerve responses as compared with 
the round-window response, the amplitudes of 
narrow bands with high central frequencies are 
relatively larger t h a n those with low central 
frequencies. Possible causes for this difference are 
dealt with below (see under Discussion, Section 4). 
The recorded responses from the round window 
and nerve surface are composed of contributions of 
NS7 
25 μν 
imi, 0 1 2 
I 
Stori CM 
3ms4 0 1 2 3ms4 
Fig. 12. Narrow-band contributions to the round window 
and nerve-surface responses. 091276-11, 8 kHz, 60 dB, 
128 ms. 
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where 
A (t) = time-dependent compound action potential, 
s(t) = time-dependent latency distribution func­
tion, 
α (<) = time-dependent unit contribution, 
and ® stands for convolution. 
APy S t can be considered as the difference between 
two Α Ρ
Ν 3 ι , recorded via the two poles (I and II) of 
the bipolar electrode. I n first approximation the 
waveforms of the unit contributions recorded by 
both poles are taken as identical. I n this way A P N S 2 
can be described by a convolution of the difference 
between two weighted latency distribution func­
tions and the unit contribution, ai{t), to А Р
Х 8 і 
recorded by one pole : 
¿xs . ( ' ) = ( * i ( 0 - e « i i ( 0 ) ® a i ( 0 
in which с is a constant depending on the positions 
of the poles with respect to the nerve. 
When the line between the poles lies in the 
propagation direction of the nerve, «ii(<) will show 
a latency shift with respect t o si(t). This will 
relatively enlarge the contributions of the group of 
first-responding fibres. When the line between the 
poles lies perpendicular to the propagation direction, 
Si(i) and 5II(<) will have no latency difference and 
except for the amplitude J4XS»(') w i ^ ^ 6 identical to 
•^xsiC) a s recorded from one pole. 
The function s(i) depends on the number of 
newly-activated neurons at time /. If the electrodes 
on the round window and nerve surface are record­
ing from the same group of fibres, the latency 
distribution function should be identical for 
simultaneously recorded compound action poten­
tials. Under this assumption the cause of any 
difference in the behaviour of A P E W and A P N S , 
should reside in the unit contributions. 
4.2. Accounting for differences in the size 
of single-fibre contributions 
The first assumption under which the convolution 
description holds is t h a t all fibres contribute equally 
to the compound action potential. When the wave­
forms of the single-fibre contributions are identical 
but the amplitudes are not, the A P can be still 
described as a convolution i.e., a convolution, of a 
unit contribution and a weighted latency distribu­
tion function. The geometrical configuration of 
fibres and electrodes is determinant for the wave­
form and amplitude of the single-fibre contribution. 
This configuration is different for round-window 
and nerve-surface recording. Kiang et al. [17] 
measured the unit contributions to A P R W and 
A P N S l directly, and found t h a t the contributions t o 
the compound action potential recorded from the 
round-window, are identical for all fibres. Their 
report does not give a decisive answer about the 
equality of the contributions of fibres to the 
compound action potential recorded from the nerve-
surface. Kiang et al. explained the similarity of the 
fibre contributions to A P R W by the inabihty of the 
action currents to disperse because of t h e bony 
structure of the cochlea. However, it is highly 
likely t h a t the action current disperses inter-
öranially, which would mean tha t nerve fibres 
further from the nerve-surface electrode give 
smaller contributions than fibres closer to it. In a 
first approximation the distance of a fibre from this 
electrode only has an effect on the amplitude of the 
contribution of the fibre. Under the assumptions 
tha t all single-fibre contributions to ANSl are of the 
same waveform, aySl(t), and that the contribution 
is smaller the larger the distance from· the fibre to 
the electrode, the convolution becomes: 
JNgi(<) = S(<)®aNSi(0, 
where 
S{t) = ƒ w(x) s{x, t) dx, a dispersion function, 
χ = the distance of a contributing fibre to the 
electrode, 
w (x) ·= a weighting function dependent on x, 
s (x, t) = the latency distribution function of fibres 
a t distance x. 
The inclusion of the «-dependence may cause an 
effect of electrode location on the results. Derby­
shire and Davis [6] measured the threshold of 
A P N S l in dependence on electrode placements: 
dorsal placements were more sensitive for high 
frequencies and ventral placements were more 
sensitive for low frequencies. Hence, the results of 
the narrow-band analysis showing t h a t the nerve-
surface response has more pronounced amplitudes 
for high central frequencies than the round-window 
response, may be due to a relatively larger con­
tribution of high-frequency fibres to A P N S l . This 
would hold if w (x) were larger for fibres having a 
high characteristic frequency. 
4.3. The waveform of the unit contribtition 
The round-window response is the potential 
between the round-window electrode and an 
indifferent electrode. Hence, the unit contribution 
to A P R W can be described as the extracellular field 
potential of an axon. This potential was described 
theoretically and verified experimentally, in detail 
by Lorente de Nó [18] and more recently by 
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Plonsey (1969), both of whom stated tha t the 
extracellular field potential near an infinite axon 
Has the shape of the second derivative of the action 
potential. Since the action potential is monophasic, 
the second derivative will be triphasic. 
For a finite axon the waveform of the extra-
cellular field depends on the distance in the propa-
gation direction of the nerve. Near the origin of a 
fibre the field potential is diphasic, starting with a 
negative phase. Further on along a fibre the field 
potential is triphasic, starting with a positive 
phase, and a t the end of a fibre the magnitude of 
the first positive phase increases and tha t of the 
second positive phase decreases. The instant of 
maximal negative deflection comes later the 
greater distance along the nerve. 
The round-window electrode has its effective 
location near the origin of the nerve. Therefore, a 
diphasic unit contribution to A P R W can be 
expected. The concentric electrode is placed along 
and sometimes near the end of the nerve fibres. 
Hence, the central pole of this electrode should 
record a triphasic unit response, the relative sizes 
of the three phases varying from experiment to 
experiment. However, since the APys is measured 
between the central pole and the grounded shield, 
the unit response will be the extracellular field 
potential a t the position of the shield with respect 
to the nerve surface. 
This theoretical description, in combination with 
our narrow-band analysis (Fig. 12), suggests a 
diphasic round-window unit contribution and a 
triphasic nerve-surface unit contribution. The wave-
forms of the APs recorded by Boelen [IJ and-
Derbyshire and Davis [6] support this suggestion. 
The unit contribution measured directly by Kiang 
et al. [17] shows a diphasic potential for round-
window as well as for nerve-surface recording. 
To explain our results, the most suitable wave-
form would be a diphasic round-window and a 
triphasic· nerve-surface uni t contribution. In the 
following discussion we maintain this assumption. 
4.4. Different a(t) waveforms 
The pat tern shown by the convolution results is 
dependent on the waveform of the unit contribution. 
When aRwW is diphasic and «xs^f) is triphasic, 
the behaviour of ^4RW (0 and ^4\Si (0 c a i 1 be expected 
to differ. We evaluated the influence of the a(t) 
waveforms on the convolution results with a 
theoretical approximation. For ^4RW(Í) and Л
К 8 і (/ ) 
we used the same latency dispersion function, s(t). 
The convolution of A P R W and A P N S l becomes : 
^RW (0 = S (t) 0 O R W (Í) 
and 
¿2íS.(0 = « ( 0 ® a S 8 , ( í ) · 
A(Í) is taken as a Gaussian function with the 
standard deviation (s.d.) σ 8 , 
aRW (') is taken as the negative first derivative of a 
Gaussian function with s.d. CTRW, 
a
.\Si(0 is taken as the second derivative of a 
Gaussian function with s.d. σ ^ . 
Convolution of two Gaussian functions /i and /2 
with standard deviations σι and 02 produces a 
Gaussian function with standard deviation j/aj + σ | 
(see Appendix). When /1 is convolved with the ttth 
derivative of /2, the result is the wth derivative of 
the convolution of /i and /2. Hence, ^ R W ( Í ) is the 
first derivative of a Gaussian function with standard 
deviation ^Οζ-τα^- and ^ X S l ( i ) is the second 
derivative of a Gaussian function with standard 
deviation j/aj + ajjg. The ratio of the amplitudes 
of Λ
Ν ί ( ι (ί) and -<4RW(') depends on the relative 
values of σ 8, CRW and σ-χ^ (see Appendix). 
Estimates for the values of the standard devia­
tions can be deduced from experimental findings, 
i.e. the widths of the recorded compound action 
potentials. From the ratio of the widths of A P R W 
and A P X S l , estimated to be 5/4, it can be deduced 
t h a t the ratio of ffRw to c r ^ is about 0.95. Values 
of «TRW/OXS, l a r g e r than 3/5 result in a decrease of 
the amplitude ratio of ^4χ 8 ι(ί) and ^4RW(<) when 
ffg increases. On the basis of theoretical considera­
tions, experimental values of ag can be estimated 
for different contributing regions [12]. The narrow­
band contributions of animal 091276-11 (Fig. 12), 
result in experimental values of a
s
 amounting to 
0.34, 0.37, and 0.45 ms for central frequencies 13.1, 
9.1, and 6.5 kHz, respectively. 
For these values of σ3 and with the ratio value of 
CTRW tö σχ 9 ι taken as 0.95, the relative amplitude 
ratios of -4X S l(f) will be 1.00, 0.95, and 0.83. These 
values do not conflict with the measured values of 
the amplitude ratios of the narrow-band con­
tributions, which are 1.00, 0.95, and 0.75 (Fig. 12). 
Hence, in this approximation the better syn­
chronization (smaller σ) of the firings of fibres with 
higher characteristic frequencies leads to relatively 
larger amplitudes of corresponding narrow-band 
contributions to A P N S l . 
I n this approximation s (t) is taken as a Gaussian 
function. I n fact, s(t) will not be Gaussian, s(t) of a 
response evoked by a tone-burst will s tart with a 
rising slope up t o a maximum, followed by a 
plateau [13], the compound action potential being 
determined mainly by the first par t of s(t). The σ
β 
of our theoretical approximation is proportional to 
the rise time of s(t). So when this rise time increases, 
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the ratio of 4^>fSi ^ 0 -¿RW decreases. Since Л>,-д
а
(<) 
is a convolution of ЛхзЛО a n d the difference of 
two weighted latency distribution functions, the 
influence Of the rise time of s(t) on Αχ$2 will be 
enhanced, with respect to ^Ijs-gi· Hence, when the 
rise time of s(t) increases, the ratio A^sJA^w will 
decrease more than the ratio A^JA-RW. This 
property is in agreement with experimental 
amphtude ratios; for the narrow-band contributions 
of Fig. 12, the relative ratios of AysJA-Ryv are 1.00, 
0.69, and 0.36 for central frequencies 13.1, 9.1, and 
6.5 kHz, respectively. 
4.5. Working hypotheses
 t 
I n Section 4 the compound action potentials 
A P R W , Α Ρ
Ν β ι
, and A P X S 2 are mathematically 
described by a convolution of a dispersion function 
and a unit contribution a (I). The dispersion function 
of J 4 R W ( 0 is the latency distribution function s(t), 
which is the number of newly activated neurons at 
time i. The unit contributions CSRWW to A P R W is 
diphasic, whereas a X S l ( ( ) is triphasic. The difference 
between the behaviour of the compound action 
potential recorded from the round-window and the 
behaviour of the action potential recorded from the 
nerve-surface can be explained by one or both of the 
following hypotheses. 
1. The size of the contribution of one fibre to the 
nerve-surface response is larger the higher the 
characteristic frequency. The dispersion function 
of A P N 8 l can be described as the convolution of a 
weighting function w {%) and the latency distribution 
function s (χ, ί) for fibres a t distance χ from the 
electrode. The function 10(я) is larger for higher-
frequency fibres. 
2. The diphasic waveform of «IRWC) and the 
narrower triphasic waveform of oX S i(<) cause a 
relatively larger sensitivity of Α Ρ
Χ 8 ι to the size of 
the rise time of s(t). 
Both hypotheses can explain the finding t h a t 
the amplitude ratio of the narrow-band contributions 
to A P X S l and A P R W decreases when the central 
frequency decreases. 
5. Discussion of experimental results 
5.1. Input-output relationships 
The intensity-dependent behaviour of the ampli-, 
tudes ^4RWI -^NS, . a r i d J4NSJ> is identical. On 
average, the amplitude of the nerve-surface response 
is slightly more dependent on intensity t h a n is the 
amplitude of the round-window response. I t is 
known [13] t h a t when intensity increases the first 
maximum of the latency distribution function is 
determined by more and more basal contributions. 
Since there is little effect of intensity on the 
amplitude relationship between AySl and ^4RW, the 
first hypothesis, i.e. tha t high-frequency fibres make 
relatively larger single-fibre contribution to Α^
Άι
, 
is not likely. Therefore in the following sections this 
hypothesis will be excluded. On the basis of the 
relevant experimental results, our second working 
hypothesis states t h a t for responses evoked by 
8-kHz tone-bursts the rise time of the latency 
distribution function is hardly intensity dependent. 
The amplitude ratio between A P N S l and A P R W 
varies between wide limits (0.2 to 4.1), which can 
be attr ibuted to differences in size of unit contribu­
tions. In particular, the size of the single-fibre 
contribution to A P X S l was in some experiments 
larger than the size of the round-window unit 
contribution. Thus, the effective distance from the 
nerve to the electrode on the nerve surface can be 
smaller than the effective distance from the nerve 
to the round-window electrode. 
The latencies of the three types of response 
decrease identically when the intensity is increased. 
Hence, the difference between ΐ χ ^ and TRW is 
independent of intensity. The delay is determined 
by the intervals between the instants of maximal 
negative deflection of the unit dontributions. These 
instants depend mainly on the electrode distance in 
the propagation direction along the fibre. The 
distance between the round-window and the site of 
the nerve-surface electrode was measured in a 
cross-section preparation of a guinea pig cochlea as 
2.5 mm. When this value is taken for the distance 
and the propagation velocity is 10 m/s [291. the 
latency difference is 0.25 ms. This agrees with our 
measured value of Tyg, — TRW, i-e., on average 
0.29 ms. 
•5.2. Time-dependent properties 
The experimental results show the same qualità-' 
tive behaviour of the amplitudes of the three types 
responses when the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) 
decreases. Quantitatively, the amplitude of the 
nerve-surface potentials show more adaptation than 
the amplitudes of the round-window response. In 
terms of the second hypothesis, these results are 
explained by an increase in the rise-time of the 
latency distribution function. 
The relationships between the latencies A P R W , 
AP N S l , and AP<NiJa are not influenced by adaptation. 
All three latencies show an increase when ISI is 
lowered below 32 ms. This increase can be explained 
by the shift of the first maximum of the latency 
distribution function, which has to accompany the 
rise-time increase. The maximal influence of the 
rise-time increase on amplitude is estimated to be 
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decreased by a factor of 0.46, whereas the measured 
factor is 0.20 ( = ratio of adapted and unadapted 
amplitudes). Since the latter value is smaller than 
the former, the adaptation of the amplitude may 
be caused partially by an increase in rise-time and 
partially by a decrease in the number of contribut­
ing fibres. This would explain the latency increase 
t h a t appears with adaptation without the assump­
tion of a disappearance of contributions from fibres 
with higher characteristic frequencies. 
5.3. Masking properties 
The amplitudes of the compound action potentials 
in the three recording situations show both 
qualitatively and quantitatively the same depen­
dence on masking. We may conclude t h a t the rise-
time of the latency distribution function does not 
change much with increasing masking. These results 
are identical to those o t t lined with decreasing 
intensity. Under masking the quantitative behav­
iour of the latencies is less consistent t h a n in the 
foregoing experiments. This effect cannot be 
explained by our hypothesis. The increase of the 
latency with increased masking indicates that 
masking shifts the maximum of the latency distribu­
tion to a later t ime. This shift, together with the 
indication that the rise-time hardly changes, leads 
to the conclusion that , a t increasing masking 
intensity the contributions of fibres with high 
characteristic frequency disappear. 
5.4. The influence of temperature 
When the temperature is lowered, the action 
potential of a nerve fibre broadens and the propaga­
tion velocity decreases [30]. When the auditory 
nerve fibres undergo this influence of temperature, 
the curves of unit contribution broaden and the 
delay between A P R W and A P X S l increases. Our 
experimental results show an identical temperature 
dependence of .4RW , -^xsi > a n < l -^xsi. which indicates 
t h a t the rise-time of the latency distribution func­
tion does not alter much in relation to the broaden­
ing unit contribution. Since the input-output 
relations are not influenced by a decrease in tem­
perature. this conclusion holds for all stimulus 
intensities. When temperature was lowered, the 
latencies increased. Since the rise-time of the 
latency distribution function does not change with 
respect to the increasing width of the unit response, 
the temperature dependence of latency can be 
explained by both an increasing rise-time and a 
broadening unit contribution. 
On the basis of the decrease in propagation 
velocity, an increase would be expected in the delay 
between т
К Я і
 and TRW> e.g·. a larger temperature 
influence on τ χ 8 ι than on TRW- Howewer, the 
results only show a small effect for low intensities. 
Thus in these experiments the propagation velocity 
did not decrease noticeably. 
6. Conclusions 
Under the variation of the stimulus parameters 
applied, i.e., intensity, inter-stimulus interval, 
masking level, and body temperature, the amplitude 
and latency of the round-window and nerve-surface 
responses behave qualitatively identically. This wil) 
permit comparison between the behaviour of 
electrically evoked compound action potentials 
recorded from the nerve surface, and the known 
behaviour of acoustically evoked responses recorded 
from the round-window. 
The compound action potential can be described 
by convolution of a latency distribution function 
and a unit contribution. From the experimental 
results and theoretical considerations it follows t h a t 
the size of the unit contribution should be practically 
identical for all fibres. This holds for the unit 
contribution to the round-window as well as for the 
unit contribution to the nerve-surface responses. 
The waveform of the unit response is represented 
by the waveform of the narrow-band and compound 
AP responses, i.e., diphasic for round-window and 
triphasic for nerve-surface recording. 
With respect to adaptation, the quantitative 
behaviour of the amplitudes of the round-window 
and nerve-surface responses is different. This can 
be explained by the assumption t h a t a decrease in 
the inter-stimulus interval causes an increase in the 
rise-time of the latency distribution function. 
Appendix 
Our intention was to give a rough calculation for 
the influence of different waveforms of aRw(0 and 
a N S l ( i ) and a broadening of *(<) on the amplitude 
ratio of ^ X S l ( < ) and ^ÍRW(<)· Since there is no 
difference in latency behaviour between the narrow-
band contributions to A P R W and A P X 8 l , latencies 
were omitted from the calculations to simplify the 
problem. First, the work functions of «(<), ORWC) 
and aNSl (t) are taken as rough approximations : 
s(t) is taken as a Gaussian function with the 
standard deviation as: 
*m = «.«p{-í(-¿)"). a) 
a s being the amplitude. 
«RW (t) is taken as the negative first derivative of 
a Gaussian function with the standard -deviation 
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a a w and amplitude <7RW · T h e amplitude of ORW (') 
becomes ; 
I R W = - - e 1 / 2 , (2) 
a
.\Si(0 ' s taken as the second derivative of a 
Gaussian function with the s tandard deviation 
ffxs, a n ( i amplitude ¡7XSl. The amplitude of aNSl (Í) 
becomes : 
= οιθ2 2 π ^ σ ι σ2βχρ< ¿ Í J >^= 
í «»í«2l 
= с з [ / 2 я & з е х р < — | . 
This expression is the Fourier transform of the 
Gaussian function : 
93 = «s exp | -
 2—5-
ffxs, (1 + 2e-3'2) (3) with 
(between the first maximum and minimum). 
I n calculating .¡4RW(Í) and Λ χ ^ ί ) we made use 
of the following two rules : 
I . When /i is convolved with the nth derivative 
of f2, the result is the «th derivative of t h e 
convolution of /i and /2. Direct proof for η = 1 : 
ƒ ( * ) = ƒ / ! ( * - < ) — / , ( t )d í = 
= _ J ' / l ( í l ) d 7 i / 2 ( a ; _ < 1 ) d í l = 
= +
 -f / l ( < 1 )dí" / 2 ( a ;"< 1 ) d < 1 = 
J 
=
 da: . f / i ( / 1 ) / 2 ( * - < 1 ) d í l = 
= - ¿ ¿ - / i ( « ) ® / « ( * ) · 
I I . Convolution of two Gaussian functions gi and 
^2 with the standard deviations σι and σζ 
results in a Gaussian function ¡73 with standard 
deviation j/σ^ + σ | . 
Proof: 
02 (z) = i i ( a : ) ® ? 2 ( x ) . 
The Fourier transforms of the three functions have 
the relation : 
G 8 ( « ) = G I ( M ) G 1 ( « ) . 
The Fourier transform of Gaussian function: 
c iexp(-¿r) 
/ ^ і « 2 \ 
в і ( и ) = С і І / 2 к а і е х р І - ^ 1 
Оз(и) becomes: 
σι и' 
Оз(и) = сі\'2поі exp I — -
/ σ; и2 \ 
χ 0 2 | / 2 π σ 2 ε χ ρ Ι -
 2 1 
' - 2 ι _ 2 
and 
^з = γ of + σι 
ΐ / 2 π 
C3 = ClC2 / 
σι аг 
σ3 
With the work functions of s(t) and aRw(0. 
eqs. (1) and (2), and rules I and I I , the convolution 
becomes 
01 I 1 «2 
^ R W ( 0 = -
 2 (Oexp - „ ., 0i I - " I 
5 1 —9 
σι = V «^ + ffjhv , 
l/ffe 
«i = «s yaw / 
— 
σι 
The amplitude of ^ 4 R W ( 0 is: 
tti 
0 R w 2 n 
σι 
2 π σβ σι^ ^γ 
(4) 
^ R W = - - e-i« = 
σι 
= Œs^RW 
1 / 2 π σ
Β
 σ^γ (5) 
The convolution of 
¿ S B . ( 0 = « ( 0 ® « W ) 
according to work functions (1) and (3) and rules I 
and I I becomes : 
« 2 ! I2 , 
^XS.(0 = _2 1 - 1 + _2 f e X P 
σ; ( 2 σ?)' 
ι/ 2 ι 2 
σ2 = |' σ
β
 + 0x8,, 
θ2 = «s?xsi 1'2π σβ σχ8 ι/σ2 = α Β α χ 8 ι )/2π σβ σχ8 ι/σ2 . 
The amplitude of Λ (/), representing the function 
difference between the first maximum and the 
minimum, is: 
02 
¿ s s , = "¿J (1 + 2e-3/2) = 
-, / 2 π σ8 σχ 8 ι 
:4,β!,
"Κ(Κ+«ΊΑ)- (6) 
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From eqs. (5) and (6) the amnliH'.de ratio of Αχχ, 
and A Rw follows : 
•"XSi 
•4RW 
«xs, 1// ^хч, γ 
'яп· 
<ÎRW 
The amplitude ratio is dependent on the re4t ivc 
σ values. When the following ratios are taken. 
ffs 
« = 
and β = 
cf RW 
CTRW о S' 
the amplitude ratio becomes: 
•^XSi _ аХЯі 
^ R W «RW 
(а 2 + l ) 3 ' 4 (а 2 ,/? 2 4- Ι ) - 5 4 . (7) 
For small values of as. with respect to CRW and 
<7XS,. i.e.. я
2
^ ! and ( а Д ) 2 ^ 1 
-^XSi _ a X S i 
ARW ORW 
For large values of σ
ε
 with respect to <TRW and σν«,. 
і . е . , а
2 > 1 a n d a 2 / 3 2 > 1. 
-^XSi «NS! , 
= · — - ( a ' 
^IRW "RW 
1 / Î - 5 2Î < 
'ХЯ, 
"RW 
Henee, when σ8 increase, the amplitude ratio 
decreases. With the help of experimental values of 
<Ts, «TRW, a n f l σΧΗι> the size of this effect can be 
calculated. Experimentally we found the ratio of 
the relative widths of A P R W and А Р
Х < 1 to be 
/IRW _ 5 ' 
¿INS ~ 4 " 
with a minimal width of / I R W = 0.25 ms. 
The relative- widths are taken as the width as 
negative action potential values a t 1/e of the 
amplitudes. Taking the Widths of J 4 R W ( 0 and 
-^xs,(0· w c found the following relations: ' 
/ IRW = 1.89 «TRW , 
/ l X S l = 1.45ffySl. 
Hence 
" β =. 0.Ö54 . (8) 
When the minimal width of A P R W is taken as the 
width of the unit contribution, the value of rrpw 
becomes : 
(TRW = 0.29 ms . (9) 
For this value of β. the amplitude ratio deercases 
eontinuonsly with increasing a. 
On the basis of theoretical considerations, 
experimental values of σ? can be estirrtated for 
different contributing regions [10] The narrow­
band contributions of animal 091276-11 (Fig. 12) 
result in σ3 value« of 0 34 О.Ч? ar>d 0 ^ " ^ fi
1-
eer^r
1 ! freivp^fnes 13 l, 9 1, and В s VHz.. resnpp. 
tively. 
From these σ* val"c-s and eo. ¡9). the «'? of the 
narrow'-band contnbiitions can he calci^atfed. 
giving 1 21, t 32 a^d 1.61 The vaino* of r>: a^d 
e'js (71 and (81 res'ilt in relative amnht,vderati"4r»f 
100. 0 93 and 0.83 for the n*m»v bands with 
central freouenci0* of 13 1. P I . ?nd fi "i kHz, 
res^eptivelv. 
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On Peripheral Auditory Adaptation. 
II. Comparison of Electrically and Acoustically 
Evoked Action Potentials in the Guinea Pig 
by V. F. Prijs 
E.N.T. Department, University Hospital, 2333 AA — Leiden, the Netherlands 
Summary 
The compound action potential evoked by tone bursts or clicks shows a stimulus-rate depen-
dence called adaptation. Th* localization of this adaptation is thought to be central to the top of 
the hair cells, i.e., in the hair-cell neuron synapse and/or the nerve mechanisms. To study this 
localization further, we compared the behaviour of acoustically and electrically evoked compound 
action potentials. The results imply that the contribution of a single nerve fibre to the compound 
action potential is constant under varying stimulus conditions. Since the nerve mechanisms can-
not be responsible for the adaptation behaviour of the acoustically evoked AP, it is concluded 
that the localization of adaptation resides in the hair-cell neuron synapse, 
Zur peripheren Höradaptation 
II. Vergleith der elektrisch und akustisch evozierten Aktionspotentiale beim Meerschweinchen 
Zusammenfassung 
Das durch Tonbursts oder Clicks ausgelöste Summenaktionspotential weist eine Abhängigkeit j 
von der Wiederholrate des Reizes auf, die als Adaptation bezeichnet wird. Diese Adaptation wird 
Strukturen zugeordnet, die zentral i.i Bezug zu den Haarzellen sind, d.h. den Synapsen zwischen 
HaarzeUe und Neuron oder dem Neuron selbst. Um diese Zuordnung weiter zu untersuchep( 
wurde das Verhalten von elektrisch und akustisch evozierten Summenaktionspotentialen ver-
glichen. Die Ergebnisse implizieren, daJ3 der Beitrag einer einzelnen Nervenfaser unter variablen 
Reizbedingungen konstant ist. Da der Nervenmechanismus nicht für das Adaptationsverhalten 
verantwortlich sein kann, wird die Adaptation der Synapse zwischen Haarzelle und Neuron zu-
geschrieben. 
ι Sar Vadaptation auditive péiiphérique 
II. Comparaison des potentiels d'action évoqués électriquement et acoustiquement chez le cobaye 
Sommaire 
Le potentiel d'action composite évoqué par sons brefs ou par clicks varie en fonction du rythme 
de répétition de la stimulation, c'est ce qu'on appelle l'adaptation. On pense que l'origine de ce 
phénomène se situe au delà de la membrane réticulaire, c'est-à-dire au niveau de la synapse cellule 
ciliée — neurone, ou même au niveau des mécanismes nerveux. Pour mieux définir cette localisa-
tion, on a comparé les caractéristiques du potentiel d'action composite évoqué par voie acoustique 
et par voie électrique. Les résultats ont montré que la contribution d'une fibre nerveuse unique 
au potentiel d'action global reste constante lorsque varient les stimulations. On en conclut que, 
puisque les mécanismes nerveux ne peuvent être responsables de l'adaptation du potentiel d'action 
évoqué acoustiquement, le phénomène d'adaptation devait se localiser au niveau de la synapse 
cellule ciliée — neurone. 
1. Introduction 
Compound action potentials (АР) evoked by 
short tone bursts or clicks show a dependence on 
the inter-stimulus interval. When the intervals 
become shorter the amplitude decreases and the 
latency of the first negative deflection increases; 
this is usually called adaptation [12], [18]. The 
mechanisms causing this adaptation have been 
thought to be mainly of synaptic origin [6], [9], [10], 
[20], but direct experimental evidence is not yet 
available. Since neither the cochlear microphonics 
(CM) nor the summating potential (SP) shows 
adaptation [5], it is evident t h a t adaptat ion 
mechanisms must be located central to the struc­
tures t h a t generate these potentials. I t is assumed 
t h a t the upper region of the hair cells generates the 
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CM and SP, which leaves the hair-cell neuron 
synapse and/or nerve mechanisms as the structures 
responsible for adaptation. 
These considerations led us to perform a param­
etric s tudy on the differences between electrically 
and acoustically evoked whole-nerve potentials. I t 
is generally assumed t h a t electric stimulation 
bypasses the synaptic region and excites the nerve 
directly. Comparison of the dependence on the 
repetition rate for acoustical and electrical stimuli 
was expected to provide evidence about the location 
of the auditory adaptation mechanism. 
To reduce the stimulus artifact caused by elec­
trical stimulation of t h e cochlea during recording 
from the acoustical nerve, we found a bipolar 
shielded electrode.on the nerve surface very suitable. 
I n addition to this orthodromic type of stimulation, 
antidromic electrical stimulation was also performed 
(see next section). 
I n a previous study [19] we compared various 
stimulus-response relationships for corresponding 
parameters of compound action potentials, record­
ing from the round window and the nerve surface. 
Although there were some minor quantitative 
differences, on the whole the APs of both recording 
sites »showed the same behaviour. The agreement 
permits comparison between the behaviour of 
electrically evoked compound action potentials 
recorded from the nerve surface and the known 
behaviour of acoustically evoked responses recorded 
from the round window. 
hair-cell neuron 
synapse 
G l o s s a r y 
amplitude (A) 
antidromic 
stimulation 
AP 
click 
click-evoked A P 
cochlear micro­
phonics (CM) 
electrophonic 
effect 
voltage difference between first 
positive and negative deflection 
of the AP (Fig. 2, this paper), 
stimulation causing the action 
potential to propagate along the 
nerve, in the direction opposite 
from normal, 
compound action potential, 
evoked response from the whole 
nerve recorded with a gross 
electrode, 
acoustical stimulus produced by 
a rectangular pulse on the tele­
phone, 
AP evoked by a click, 
stimulus following potential, 
generated in the upper part of the 
hair cells, 
mechanical vibration in the 
cochlea evoked by electrical 
stimulation, 
latency (τ) 
orthodromic 
stimulation 
Qi 
shock 
shock-
evoked AP 
stimulus 
artifact 
summating 
potential 
connection between hair cell and 
neuron: transmission of informa­
tion takes place here In the upper 
par t of the hair cell mechanical 
energy is converted to electrical 
energ3'. I n this paper the struc­
tures t h a t are involved with the 
transformation of t h a t electrical 
energy into the depolarization of 
the neuron membrane at the 
place whore an action potential 
can be generated, belong to the 
synapse, 
time elapsed since stort of CM 
till first negative deflection of A P 
(Fig. 2 this paper), 
stimulation causing the action 
potential to propagate along the 
nerve in the normal direction. 
ratio between t h e value of a 
quanti ty at one temperature and 
the value of the same quantity al· 
a 10 °C higher or lower tempera­
ture, 
current through the animal tissue 
produced by rectangular voltage 
drop between the stimulus elec­
trodes, 
A P evoked by a shock, 
voltage picked up by the record­
ing electrode, caused by spread 
of the electrical stimulus over the 
animal tissue. 
dc potential, following the stimu­
lus envelope, generated in the 
upper par t of the hair cells. 
2. Methods 
Forty-six guinea pigs weighing between 290 and 
780 g were used in these experiments. I n thirty-one 
animals the behaviour of the electrically and 
acoustically evoked 'responses was compared. 
Orthodromic stimulation was performed in twenty 
and antidromic stimulation in nineteen guinea pigs. 
For acoustical stimulation we used clicks (70 μ» 
rectangular pulses) and 8 kHz tone bursts with a 
trapezoidal envelope, 0.33 ms rise and fall time, 
and a 4 ms plateau. These stimuli were chosen 
because they are relatively effective in evoking 
synchronized APs. which are preferred for com­
parison with the highly synchronized electrically 
evoked APs. 
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The recording and acoustical stimulation equip­
ment used, has been described elsewhere [1У]. The 
electrical stimulus consisted of a 50 μβ rectangular 
pulse delivered by an isolated stimulator (Devices 
Instruments, Type 2533). The electrode configura­
tion used is shown in Fig. 1. For electrical stimula­
tion of the cochlea, one electrode was placed on the 
round-window membrane and another on the 
periosteum over the apex of the cochlea. Both 
electrodes were silver wires coated with an isolating 
layer of Acrifix 92 (Röhm and Haas, Dannstadt) . 
In these experiments recording was performed from 
the nerve surface with a bipolar shielded electrode 
where stainless steel poles were 0.5 mm apart and 
isolated with the two component gum DEVCON® 
(Devcon Corp., Danvers, Mass.). 
8kHz. 90 dB 
elecirode configuration 
Fig. 1. Electrode configuration of the stimulation and re-
cording electrodes. 
For antidromic stimulation of the nerve we used 
the bipolar electrode and for recording the round-
window electrode. Special at tention was paid to 
electrophonic stimulation by using stimulus elec-
trodes in both scala tympani and scala vestibuli of 
the first and third cochlear turns in fifteen animals. 
I n these animals the nerve response was recorded 
from the round window. 
Since the electrode and lead resistances were 
very low ( < 0.1 Ω) the current flow was determined 
mainly by the electrode-tissue resistance and the 
output impedance of the stimulating system 
(maximally 1.3 ki2). I n several experiments both 
the stimulation voltage and the current, were 
monitored. Their relation was constant during the 
experiment, independent of stimulus or temperature 
variation of the animal ; the ratio ranged between 
0.8 and 4.0 ki2 in eight experiments. 
The recorded potentials differed in waveform 
depending on the recording site as well as on the 
mode of stimulation. Typical responses аде shown 
in Fig. 2. For high intensity acoustical stimulation, 
the round-window recording (upper trace) starts 
shock, 03V 
Click. 90 dB 
shock. 2 9V 
RW 271273 
NS110674 
0 1 2 3 
ι, ms 5 
Fig. 2. Typical response recorded from the round window 
and nerve surface, for acoustically as well as electrically 
evoked potentials. 
with a positive summating potential. The elec­
trically evoked response recorded from the round 
window starts with an initially positive deflection 
(P) which is preceded by the remainder of the 
stimulus artifact (second trace). Since in antidromic 
stimulation the action potential propagates toward 
the round window, the first positive deflection is the 
approaching wave of the nerve response. 
The action potentials recorded from t h e nerve 
surface all s tart with a positive phase. I n the case 
of acoustical stimulation (third trace) it is clear 
from the latency of the initial positive deflection 
t h a t the latter differs from t h a t of the summating 
potential. With electrical stimulation (fourth trace) 
the recording starts with t h e remainder of t h e 
stimulus artifact, which slightly distorts the nerve 
response, but a first positive deflection (P) can be 
recognised (arrow in Fig. 2). 
The amplitude in all four situations is taken from 
the first positive deflection to the most negative 
value and denoted by Л. The latency, r, is the time 
elapsed up to the most negative point, which is 
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measured from the start of cochlear microphonics 
or the stimulus artifact for acoustical or electrical 
stimulation, respectively. 
3. Experimental results 
I n general, the threshold for electrically evoked 
A P was lower when antidromic stimulation was 
used. The threshold was on average 0.55 V com­
pared with 1.01 V for orthodromic stimulation; this 
difference is thought to be due mainly to the greater 
current spread in cochlear stimulation [21]. There­
fore, higher stimulus values are needed in ortho­
dromic stimulation. Higher voltages cause larger 
stimulus artifacts, which "often partially overlap 
the nerve response. For strong stimulation and very 
small responses, e.g. a t low temperature and small 
stimulus intervals, this effect presents a problem. 
I n general, antidromic stimulation was more reliable, 
because of t h e smaller stimulus artifact. Electrical 
stimulation of the cochlea usually gave a response 
with a short latency, e.g. less than 0.6 ms. I n a few 
cases there was also a response with a long latency 
period, i.e., of the order of 1.5 ms, probably due to 
electrophonic stimulation of the cochlea. 
3.1. Input-output behaviour 
A click intensity increase leads t o an increase in 
A P amphtude and a reduction in A P latency. 
Electrical stimulation gives hardly any change in 
latency but the amplitude increases with increasing 
stimulus voltage. 
Typical responses are shown in Fig. 3. Shock-
evoked responses (left) were compared with click-
evoked responses (right); recording was from the 
round window. The stimulus artifact mostly affects 
responses to large and small voltages, which limits 
the usable dynamic range. The detailed amplitude 
behaviour in three experiments is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. On the left, three amphtude-voltige relation« 
are shown for electrical stimulation; on the right, 
those for acoustical stimulation. For comparison, 
the voltage scale has been converted into dB re 0.1 V. 
The open circles refer to an experiment with ortho­
dromic stimulation. Recording was done from the 
Λ
 nerve surface for acoustical as well as electrical 
stimulation. The very steep input-output curve for 
electrical stimulation is noteworthy. The corre­
sponding latency behaviour is shown in Fig. 5. The 
electrically evoked AP shows a constant latency of 
0.50 ms, whereas the latency of the acoustically 
evoked AP decreases from 1.60 t o 1.06 ms. 
The second example (open triangles) represents 
antidromic .electrical stimulation. Recording of 
both the electrically and the acoustically evoked 
shock click 
6 0 V 
100 μν ι 
50 
40 
30 
25 
20 
Л 
10 
070374 
ι 
Fig. 3. Behaviour of shock- and click-evoked APs with 
decreasing stimulus energy. 
shock dick 
0 20 40 dB 60 20 40 60 80 dB 120 
V / -
Fig. 4. Input-output curves for amplitude of electrically 
and acoustically evoked APs. 
о о О 210574: orthodromic shock, click, with recording 
from nerve surface, 
· · · 070374: orthodromic shock, click, with registration 
from nerve surface, 
Δ Δ Δ 070374: antidromic shock, click.with recording from 
round window. (F in dB re 0.1 V, I in dB SPL.) 
responses was done from the round window. The 
input-output Curve for shock-evoked AP is less 
steep than in the preceding case. The latency of this 
response (Fig. 5) appears to be independent of 
voltage level too and equals 0.45 ms, whereas the 
click-evoked AP latency ranges from 0.75 to 1.65 ms. 
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shock click orthodromic 
θ guinea pigs 
antidromic 
7 g u n e a pigs 
Fig. 5. Latency-stimulus energy curves, corresponding to 
the input-output curves in Fig. 4. Symbols are the same 
as for Fig. 4. Three groups of responses can be clearly 
distinguished: electrical (small latency, invariant), electro-
phonic (long latency, variable, shock-evoked), acoustical 
(long latency, variable, click-evoked). 
A special case is illustrated by the solid circles. 
The electrical stimulation was orthodromic, between 
round window and apex. Here, the shock-evoked 
A P latency changes with stimulus level and further­
more has a value of about 1.5 ms (Fig. 5). The slope 
of the latency-intensity curve is identical to t h a t 
for click-evoked APs, but the amplitude-intensity 
curve is steeper t h a n for acoustical stimulation 
(Fig. 4). This electrically evoked response is prob­
ably the already-mentioned electrophonic one [16], 
as indicated by the greater latency and the many 
parallels with click-evoked APs. Comparison of both 
types of electrical stimulation (see Fig. 4) suggests 
t h a t the voltage-dependent increase of ortho-
dromically evoked responses is larger than t h a t of 
the antidromically evoked responses. The difference 
in the rate of increase was explored in 15 animals ; 
the various input-output curves are presented in 
Fig. 6. Three animals were tested in both situations, 
so t h a t for them direct comparison is possible. I n 
general, orthodromic stimulation gives a steeper 
rising input output curve than does antidromic 
stimulation. Calculated with the three lowest 
amplitude values, the slopes are on average three 
times steeper for orthodromic t h a n for antidromic 
stimulation, as can be seen from Table I. There is 
hardly any difference in slope between responses 
from the two recording sites for acoustical stimula-
10000 
10 20 30 40 dB 50 
V — 
10 20 30 40 dB 50 
V — 
Fig. β. Input-output curves for electrically, orthodromical-
ly, (left) and antidromically (right) evoked responses (dB 
re 0.1 V). 
Table I. 
Average slope values of input-output curves for electrical 
and acoustical stimulation 
(unit: dB per dB, β. d. = standard deviation). 
stimulation round window 
recording 
mean s. d. 
nerve surface 
recording 
s.d. 
electrical 
acoustical 
2.8 
1.4 
2.4 
0.6 
9.8 
1.3 
4.6 
0.6 
tion, but on average there is divergence for electrical 
stimulation. This difference is probably related t o 
the site of stimulation rather t h a n to the site of 
recording. 
The average latency values for orthodromic and 
antidromic stimulation were about the same: 
0.49 ms and 0.45 ms, respectively. For both types 
of stimulation the latency is virtually independent 
of stimulus energy. 
«3.2. Dependence on interstimulua interval 
I n eight guinea pigs a comparative study was 
done on the influence of the stimulus repetition rate 
for orthodromic electrical stimulation (4 animals), 
antidromic electrical stimulation (4 animals), and 
acoustical stimulation (7 animals). Fig. 7 shows the 
results for antidromic and acoustical stimulation in 
the same animal with recording from the round 
window. The A P evoked by acoustical stimulation 
clearly shows a large decrease in amplitude and an 
increase in latency when the inter-stimulus interval 
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Fig. 9. Latency-ISi curves corresponding to the amplitude 
behaviour in Fig. в. (Symbols are the same as for Fig. 8.) 
the curve of the amphoude versus ISI relation is 
S-saaped, whereas t h a t for the electrically evoked 
response shows more abrupt decline. The corre­
sponding latency changes are shown in Fig. 9. Tone 
burst-evoKed APs show an increase in latency when 
tne I S I drops below 32 ms. With electrical stimula­
tion, some increase is only found a t very low 
I S I values ( ¿ 4 m s ) . These findings show tha t the 
imiuence of the stimulus-repefcition rate on elec-
trically evoked A P is smaller than and differs 
ctistmciiy from the dependence on the interstimulus 
interval seen for acoustically evoked APs. 
3.3. Effect of cochlear temperature 
In five guinea pigs the influence of cochlear 
temperature on electrically and acoustically evoked 
APs was comparecí. Electrical stimulation occurred 
antìdromicalìy. The animal's body temperature was 
lovrered and the cochlear temperature monitored 
аъ described by í íggennont [9]. The effect of cooling 
on boia responses is shown in Fig. 10. The left side 
shows the effect on shock-evoked responses: the 
amplitude decreases, the latency increases, and the 
A P waveform broadens. In contrast, the amplitude 
of the click-evoked AP does not change much (right 
side). However, the latency and the width increase 
as for electrically evoked responses. 
The typical input-output behaviour of the 
amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 11 for four cochlear 
temperatme values. For electrical stimulation, a 
decrease oi the temperature causes the input-output 
carve to shut downwards, almost parallelly, whereas 
tne stimulus-voltage current relation is independent 
of temperature. The AP evoked by high-intensity 
acoa&tieai stimuli increases initially when tempera-
ture is lowered and then decreases. For all animals 
the latency change is shown as a function of tem-
perature in Fig. lü. I t is evident tha t the latencies 
of boch shock-evoked and tone burst-evoked APs 
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round window recording 
100 μν I 
electrical stimulation 
0 3V, 50 MS 
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Fig. IO. The influence of cooling on electrically and acous­
tically evoked responses. 
10000 1000 г 
0- 10 20 30 dB 40 
4 — 
60 70 Θ0 90 lOOdBllO 
I — 
Fig. 11. Input-output curves for electrically (left) and acous­
tically (right) evoked responses at different temperatures. 
( F in dB re 0.1 V, / in dB SPL.) 
o o o 38"C, AAA 32"С, 
ΔΔΔ 35 "C, ODQ 29 0C. 
increase with decreasing temperature and t h a t the 
absolute increase is smaller for the former. 
I t is known for acoustical stimulation t h a t the 
increase in latency corresponds with the increase 
Fig. 12. Latency-temperature curve for acoustically and 
electrically evoked responses. 
Fig. 13. The relationship between width (Δ) and latency (τ) 
under lowering of temperature for electrically and acous­
tically evoked responses. 
Δ Δ Δ 271273 acoustically evoked, 
AAA 271273 electrically evoked, 
OOO 220174 acoustically evoked, 
• · w 220174 electrically evoked. 
in width of the A P [9]. When the width is plotted 
against the latency of the AP (Fig. 13) for electrical 
and acoustical stimulation, the slope of the linear 
relation is of the same order of magnitude. For 
electrical stimulation we find on average a slope of 
0.56 with standard deviation of 0.06 and for 
acoustical stimulation a slope of 0.68 with standard 
deviation of 0.10 for 5 and 4 animals, respectively. 
The difference in the average value is not significant. 
ΆΑ. Interaction of electrical and acoustical 
stimulation , 
One of the problems associated with electrical 
stimulation is t h a t one does not known exactly 
which electrically excitable structures produce the 
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recorded compound APs. When the same fibres are 
excited both acoustically and electrically, inter­
action in the generation of APs evoked by both 
types of stimulation, will be caused by refractory 
mechanisms of the fibres. We performed nine 
experiments in an a t tempt to demonstrate such an 
interaction, but in most of them there was hardly 
any influence (masking) of one stimulus modality 
on the other [21]. The experiments consisted of 
noise-masking of shock-evoked APs and click-
shock or shock-click stimulation. 
I n general, masking with acoustical noise had 
hardly any effect on the shock-evoked A P ; the 
amplitude decreased slightly but the latency did 
not change. The amount of masking was much 
smaller t h a n for click-evoked APs of about the 
same amplitude (Fig. 14). I n an animal in which 
masking was relatively greater compared t o other 
50 dB SPL 
masker intensity — 
Fig. 14. Typical effect of masker intensity on amplitudes 
of electrically and acoustically evoked APs. Masker was 
continuous Gaussian noise. 
Δ Δ Δ Electrical stimulation, 
О О о acoustical stimulation. 
500 1000 
frequency » 
Fig. 15. Reduction of amplitude of shock-evoked AP in 
dependence on frequency of masking continuous tone 
(100% = unmasked amplitude value). 
specimens, the frequency dependence of masking 
was explored. Masking with a continuous tone 
appeared to be more effective the lower the 
frequency of the tone, as shown in Fig. 16. A 90 dB 
SPL continuous tone of varying frequency was used 
to mask a 3.1 V orthodromically evoked AP com­
parable in ampUtude with an AP evoked by a 
click of 70 dB S P L ; frequencies above 2 kHz 
produced hardly any decrease in the A P amplitude, 
and the maximum effect was obtained for fre­
quencies below 500 Hz. 
The click-shock stimulation showed at high click 
levels a small decrease of the shock-evoked A P 
'amplitude, maximally 60%. With shock-click 
stimulation, no interaction could be found. We also 
tried to influence t h e click response by using a 
series of 10 shocks preceeding a click [1]. However, 
reduction of the acoustically evoked AP amplitude 
could not be induced. 
I n cases where the shock evoked a direct as well 
as an electrophonic AP, the latter was always con­
siderably affected by noise masking but the former 
was n o t : 
3.5. Electrophonic stimulation 
As already mentioned, electrical stimulation of 
the cochlea with electrodes on round window and 
apex gave not only a response with a short latency 
(about 0.50 ms) but sometimes also a response with 
a large latency (about 1.50 ms). The latter was 
attr ibuted to electrophonic stimulation, because of 
the great similarity to acoustical stimulation. The 
electrophonically evoked response is thought to be 
mediated by a series of mechanical and chemical 
effects similar to those in acoustical stimulation. I n 
fifteen animals the APs evoked by this type of 
stimulation were studied and compared with the 
acoustically evoked responses. 
To increase control of the region of current flow 
in electrical stimulation, the stimulus electrodes 
were placed in the scala tympani and scala vestibuli 
of the first and third cochlear turns. Recording was 
performed from the round window. Satisfactory 
responses from the first cochlear turn could be 
obtained at relatively low shock levels in only 
three animals. The threshold for the long latency 
response was low i.e., 0.75, 0.79, and 0.10 V for the 
three animals. The rate óf increase of the AP 
amplitude with increasing stimulus energy was 
larger for the electrophonically than for the 
acoustically evoked A P (Fig. 16). 
The latency, on the other hand, showed little 
change, at most 0.05 ms, whereas the response to 
the tone burst showed a decrease of 1.00 ms over a 
corresponding range of increasing amplitude 
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Fig. 16. Input-output curve for electrophonically and acous­
tically evoked responses recorded in the same animal. 
O o o Electrophonic, 
· · · acoustical. (Τ in dB SPL, F in dB re 0.1 V.) 
80 dB 90 
Fig. 17. Latency-energy curve corresponding to Fig. 16. 
Electrophonic stimulation plotted against acoustical stim­
ulation. 
(Fig. 17). I n acoustical stimulation the change of 
latency can be attr ibuted to a changing location of 
the most important contribution to the AP along 
t h e basilar membrane [11]. Therefore, the impres­
sion is gained t h a t in electrophonic stimulation 
there is a restricted and quite stable area of 
excitation. This possibility was explored further by 
studying the effect of tonal masking on the shock-
evoked electrophonically mediated AP. Compound 
A P tuning curves [7] were measured in two animals. 
The masking thresholds (complete masking of the 
AP) as a function of the frequency of the continuous 
100 
dB SPL 
05 
masking (one (repuency -
I 2 5 
40 L 
10 kHz 20 110876 
eleclrophon stim 
0 4 5 V 
Û 3 0 V . 
O 6 0 V
 ч 
Л 
10'kHz 20 
WAP 31V 
1 2 '5 
centro! frequency-
Fig. 18. Above: masking threshold of electrophonically 
evoked AP plotted against frequency. Masker consisted of 
continuous tone of variable frequency. 
Below: amplitudes of narrow-band responses plotted 
against central frequency, for the same response. 
tone are plotted in Fig. 18 for three stimulus levels 
in one animal. These curves show a frequency-
selective tip and a low-frequency tail, just as is 
found for tone burst-evoked AP tuning curves. I n , 
this experiment the most sensitive masking fre­
quency appeared to be 8 kHz ; the A P tuning curve 
is relatively sharp (QiodB ~ 2 · · · 4), but somewhat 
less sharp than t h a t found for tone burst-evoked 
APs. The increase of stimulus energy causes a shift 
of the high frequency par t of the tuning curve ; the 
required masking level increased by about 5 d B . 
The restricted excitation area indicated by the 
above-mentioned A P tuning curves also finds 
expression in t h e narrow-band analysis (Fig. 18). 
Narrow-band analysis was performed by subtraction 
of APs obtained in the presence of high pass noise 
with cut-off frequencies differing by ^-octave [11], 
[23]. The results show t h a t the contributions to the 
electrophonically evoked A P originated from a 
small region around 8 kHz. 
The experiment done in the other animal showed 
similar AP tuning curve results, the most sensitive 
masking frequency lying at 9.5 kHz. This frequency 
was used for the tone-bursts in the comparison of 
the input-output relations shown in Figs. 16 and 17. 
At low intensity levels t h e latencies were the same 
for both modes of stimulation (Fig. 17). I n these two 
animals t h e dependence on interstimulus interval 
of electrophonically and acoustically evoked APs 
of identical amplitude was compared as well. Fig. 19 
shows t h a t the dependence is qualitatively similar 
in the two cases. However, the quantitative changes 
of the response parameters appeared to be smaller 
under electrophonic stimulation. I n addition, the 
effect of masking on both types of Á P was com-
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Fig. 19. Adaptation behaviour of amplitudes (left) 
and latencies (right) of electrophonically ( Δ ) and 
aeoubtieally (o) evoked responses. 
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pared. Electrophonically and acoustically evoked 
APs depended equally on the intensity of con­
tinuous noise masking. Forward masking was 
performed with shock-tone burst and tone burst-
shock sequences ; in the absence of masking, shock-
and tone burst-evoked APs had the same amplitude. 
When the inter-stimulus interval was reduced 
these experiments showed a decrease in amplitude 
and an increase in latency in both cases. This effect 
was larger when shock followed tone burst than 
vice versa. 
4. Discussion 
To explain the behaviour of the compound action 
potential in terms of single-fibre contributions, the 
description of the compound action potential as the 
convolution of the single-fibre contribution and the 
latency distribution function appeared to be a good 
tool [2], [13], [14], [19], i .e. : 
A (f) = «(<)*«(/) 
where 
A (Í) is the time-dependent compound action poten-
tial; 
s(t) is the time-dependent latency distribution 
function ; 
a (t) is the time-dependent unit contribution to the 
compound AP ; and 
* stands for convolution. 
The convolution description holds under the 
assumptions tha t the contributions of all fibres are 
identical and tha t these contributions add up 
linearly to the AP. The first assumption is con-
sistent with the results of Kiang et al. [17], who 
found tha t the contribution to the round-window 
response is identical for each single fibre; in a 
previous study [19] we found tha t this assumption 
is also acceptable for nerve surface recording. The 
latency distribution function is primarily deter-
mined by the filter mechanisms of the cochlea. 
These mechanisms lead to longer latencies for low 
CF fibres than for high CF fibres. However, the 
latency of responses to shocks is virtually the same 
for all fibres [16]. 
Therefore, the contributions of the fibres to the 
electrically evoked AP are highly synchronized, and 
the waveform of the ΑΡ
β
ι will be the same as t h a t 
of the unit contribution. 
4.1. Input-output relations 
Since the latency is independent of shock voltage, 
the degree of synchrony of the fibre contributions 
to APei is thought t o remain unaltered when the 
stimulus energy is varied. The waveform of APei 
does not change either, so the unit contribution 
must be independent of the stimulus energy applied 
to the nerve. All this supports the hypothesis t h a t 
in acoustical stimulation the decrease of latency 
with increasing intensity is determined by the 
cochlear structures situated peripherally to the 
nerve. Since the A P latencies for orthodromic and 
antidromic stimulation are almost equal, there is 
no observable difference between the propagation 
velocity in one direction and the other. 
Because of the invariance of the unit contribution 
to stimulus voltage, the increase in amplitude will 
be proportional t o the increase in the number of 
responding fibres. The different slope values of the 
input-output relations for orthodromic and anti­
dromic stimulation thus indicate a greater spread 
of the stimulus current for cochlear stimulation 
than for nerve stimulation. The small slope value 
of the input-output curve for acoustical stimulation 
is not an indication of lower efficiency, because of 
the desynchronization of the contributions with 
respect to the duration of the unit function. 
4.2. Time-dependent properties 
When the I S l is lowered, the electrically evoked 
A P does not show an increase in latency down to 
I S I values of 4 ms. Therefore, the unit contribution 
does not change and desynchronization doeì not 
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occur for I S I values above 4 ms. Hence, the only 
effect on APei of lowering of the ISI, i.e.. the 
decrease in amplitude for I S I values below 32 ms, 
is due to a decrease in the number of contributing 
fibres. These findings can be explained by fatigue 
of the nerve induced by repeated stimuli [4]. Since 
the unit contribution is independent of ISI . the 
latency increase of the acoustically evoked A P
a c 
must be caused by a shift of the maximum in the 
latency distribution function. 
On the whole the influence of the repetition rate 
is smaller for A P
e
i t h a n for A P
n c
 and is not the 
same for both: as already mentioned, the behaviour 
of the latencies differs and the decrease of amplitude 
of APac is larger t h a n and starts at lower repetition 
rates than the decrease of amplitude of APei. I t is 
quite clear from these observations t h a t the nerve 
mechanisms cannot be responsible for most of the 
APac dependence on ISI . The mechanisms leading 
to adaptat ion of Α Ρ
Α 0 must therefore lie peripher­
ally from the nerve mechanisms. Since potentials 
generated by the upper region of the hair cells (the 
cochlear microphonics and the summating potential) 
do not show any dependence on ISI . it is concluded 
t h a t the long time-constant adaptation mechanism 
is located in t h e hair-cell neuron synapse. 
4.3. Effect of cochlear temperature 
Cooling of the cochlea causes broadening of A P
a c 
as well as of A P
e
i . The increase in the width of APei 
is thought t o be due to broadening of the unit 
contribution a(t). This effect is in agreement with 
results obtained by Tasaki and Spyropoulos [22], 
who determined the influence of temperature on the 
electrical properties of the frog nerve fibre. Since 
lowering of the temperature generally does not 
decrease the amplitude of the acoustically evoked 
AP, the large decrease in the amplitude of AP
e
i can 
be at tr ibuted to a decrease in the effectiveness of the 
electrical stimulation. Because the stimulus voltage-
current relationship is independent of temperature, 
i t may be assumed t h a t the effective stimulus 
current through t h e membrane of the fibre, is 
affected by lowering of the body temperature. 
Cooling causes the membrane resistance to increase 
[22], which results in a smaller effective stimulation 
current for the same stimulus voltage. For the 
membrane resistance Tasaki and Spyropoulos found 
a <210o of 1.5 · · · 1.8. These values are in agreement 
with the shift in the input-output curve for AP
e
i 
caused by cooling. The stimulus voltages required 
t o evoke the same AP amplitude have a Q10° of 1.5. 
The absolute latency increase of A P
a c
 is much larger 
t h a n t h a t of Α Ρ
β
ι : on average, 0.07 ms/0C and 
0.005 ms/0C, respectively (Fig. 12). Hence, the 
broadening of Α Ρ
β 0 cannot be explained only by 
the broadening of α(ί), and the latency distribution 
function (>(t) must have changed too. The 
possibility of broadening of s (t) has already been 
mentioned by Prijs and Eggermont [19] and 
Eggermont [9]. I n the latter paper, however, t h e 
broadening of A P
a c
 was attr ibuted entirely to the 
broadening of s(t). Eggermont [9] explained this 
broadening by desynchronization of the firings, 
which was also suggested by the experiments of 
Katz and Miledi [15] on myoneural junctions. The 
decrease in the amplitude of APac caused by 
desynchronization might be offset by the increase 
in the amplitude of the single-fibre contribution [22]. 
4.4. Interaction of electrical and acoustical 
stimulation 
Since the latency of AP
e
i did not change under 
acoustical masking, it may be concluded t h a t under 
this stimulus condition too, the single-fibre con-, 
tribution is invariant. I n most experiments very 
little reduction of the amplitude of APei could be 
brought about by masking. I n the one animal in 
which a relatively large masking effect could be 
reached, the masking of a shock-evoked AP is more 
effective when the frequency of the masker is lower. 
The shape of the masking frequency relation in 
Fig. 14 indicates t h a t in this experiment the 
cochlear region excited by the shock lies a t about 
1.5 kHz. The lower masking by noise observed in 
other specimens might be explained by the excita­
tion of apical regions by the shock, these regions 
being more difficult to mask t h a n basal regions. I n 
t h a t case the shock-evoked fibres would be different 
from the group activated by our clicks or high-
frequency tone bursts, i.e., the group consisting of 
fibres having mainly characteristic frequencies 
above 2 kHz. The lack of effect of shock-click 
interaction can be at tr ibuted to the different 
groups of fibres stimulated. An acoustical masker 
can totally mask the Α Ρ
β 0 , whereas the shock-
evoked AP is a t most reduced to 5 0 % of the 
unmasked size. This result confirms the finding t h a t 
the effect of a noise masker on a n acoustically 
evoked AP is to a high degree determined by the 
structures lying peripherally from the nerve. 
4.5. Electropkonic stimulation 
The size of the latency of the electrophonically 
evoked AP (1.30 ms) rules out that the hair cell-
neuron synapse is directly activated. A direct 
electro-chemical excitation should need a smaller 
latency, of the order of 0.50 ms to 0.80 ms. which 
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is the duration of the synaptic delay [15]. The 
remaining 0.50 · · · 0.80 ms of the delay has been 
at tr ibuted to hydromechanical mechanisms [3]. 
The resemblance between the A P tuning curves 
of the electrophonically-evoked and the tone burst-
evoked APs taken together with the narrow-band 
analysis of the former response, indicates tha t only 
a small region, comparable to tha t excited by a low 
intensity tone burst, is excited by electrophonic 
stimulation. 
The latency of the electrophonically evoked 
response is consistent with the position of stimulus 
electrodes in the cochlea. I t is conceivable that- the 
stimulus shock causes the basilar membrane to 
vibrate a t the position between the electrodes, 
possibly due to a piezo-electric effect or some other 
electrical effect. Then the latency would not include 
any hydro-mechanical travel t ime. When stimulus 
energy is increased the latency changes very little, 
which indicates tha t the excited region does not 
become larger with increasing stimulus energy, as is 
the case for tone-burst stimulation. The latency 
behaviour implies tha t synchronization is better for 
electrophonically than for acoustically evoked APs, 
which is probably also responsible for the steeper 
input-output function for the former response. 
When the AP evoked by a tone burst of 50 dB 
SPL is compared with the electrophonically evoked 
A P of the same amplitude (see Figs. 16 and 17), the 
difference in the decrease in latency with respect to 
the threshold value (0.75 ms and 0.05 ms, respec-
tively) reveals tha t the cochlear region contributing 
to the former response must be larger than tha t 
contributing to the latter. The interaction of these 
responses shows a larger effect of burst on shock 
than of shock on burst. This behaviour strengthens 
the assumption of different sizes of excited cochlear 
regions, since a larger stimulated region has more 
potential to mask a smaller region than vice versa. 
From the responses described above it is clear tha t 
the electrophonically evoked A P showed less 
adaption than the acoustically evoked AP did. I t 
may therefore be concluded tha t adaptat ien of a 
response from a small region is lower than tha t from 
a larger region. However, the results of the present 
masking experiments do not show such a difference. 
This could be expected, because masking with wide-
band noise has the same effect on responses evoked 
by narrow-band and wide-band stimuli. 
5. Conclusions 
Because of the high synchrony of the contribu-
tions, AP e i is thought to represent the waveform 
of the single-fibre contribution. The latency of APei 
showed no change when stimulus parameters were 
varied. I t is therefore concluded tha t the single-
fibre contribution is invariant under a varying 
stimulus. Thus, in acoustical stimulation the latency 
increases occurring with decreasing intensity, with 
lowering of the interstimulus interval, and with 
masking, are all caused by mechanisms localized 
peripherally from the nerve..These effects can be 
described by a shift of the maximum of the latency 
distribution function. 
The behaviour of the electrically evoked AP as a 
function of shock rate can be at tr ibuted to fatigue 
of the nerve. Since this dependence is smaller than 
and different from the adaptation behaviour of the 
acoustically evoked AP, nerve mechanisms cannot 
form the main contribution to adaptation. Hence, 
the most likely place for adapta t ion ' to occur is in 
t h e hair-cell neuron synapse. -
' When the body temperature is lowered, the 
acoustically and electrically evoked AP broaden. 
This phenomenon indicates a broadening of the 
single-fibre contribution. Since this broadening 
cannot be solely responsible for the temperature 
dependence of the width of the acoustically evoked 
AP, the latency distribution function must broaden 
when the animal is cooled. 
In view of its latency and pure tone masking 
properties, the response to electrophonic excitation 
with electrodes in the cochlea must be at t r ibuted 
to mechanical excitation of only a small region in 
the cochlea. This region appears to be quite stable 
and shows relatively little adaptation. 
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NARROW-BAND ANALYSIS: A LIN& BETWEEN 
SINGLE-FIBRE AND WHOLE-NERVE DATA* 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since gross electrode experiments are easy to perform and singie-fibre 
measurements are not possible in humans, one has searched for links between 
single-fibre and whole-nerve data. 
Low level tone bursts elicit compound action potentials <AP) coming from 
a limited group of fibres with CF near the tone frequency. For these APs, 
change in amplitude should reflect change in the rate in those fibres excited 
by the tone burst. This principle is used to investigate tuning (Dallos and 
Cheatham, 1976), two tone suppression (Harris, 1979), and forward masking 
(Abbas and Gorga, 1979). 
However, tone bursts of higher intensity excite a large cochlear area àjid 
therefore direct comparison of whole-nerve data and data from a limited group 
of fibres with approximately the same CF is not possible. Teas et al. (1962) 
proposed a specially designed high-pass noise masking technique to obtain the 
contributions to the AP from restricted cochlear regions. Elberling (1974) and 
Eggermont (1976) used this narrow-band analysis successfully to investigate 
single-fibre like properties, e.g. the latency-frequency relation in the coch-
lea for high intensities. 
In the present study the behaviour of the narrow-band AP (NAP), dependent 
on intensity, interstimulus interval, level of continuous white-noise masker, 
and body temperature will be compared to the behaviour of single-fibre respon-
ses as reported by others. 
2. METHODS 
The tone bursts used had a trapezoidal envelope with rise- and fall times 
of two periods and a frequency of 2 or 4 kHz. The narrow band analysis method 
and equipment used is described by Eggermont (1976). The animal experimented 
upon was the guinea pig. 
3. RESULTS 
a) Dependence on intensity (I) 
At low tone burst intensities only the regions with central frequencies 
(f ) at and just below stimulus frequency respond. With increasing intensity 
more NAPs come above their threshold, especially for f 's higher than stimulus 
frequency (Eggermont, 1976). The increase of the stimulated area on the coch-
lear partition, is also shown for single fibres by Pfeiffer and Kim (1975). 
Amplitude-intensity functions for NAPs show a behaviour identical to that 
of rate-intensity functions for single fibres: the slope of these NAP input-
output curves increases with central frequency but at successively higher thres-
hold levels (Eggermont, 1977; Evans, 1974). 
When intensity increases, the onset and peak latency of the NAPs become 
shorter and the interval between both latencies decreases (fig. 1). PST histo-
*)In: Proc. International Symposium on psychophysical, physiological and behavi-
oural studies in hearing at Noordwijkerhout (1980), pp. 166-170..Editors: 
G. van der Brink and F.A. Bilsen. Delft University Press, Delft. 
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grams from single-f ibre responses, de-
termined by özdamar and Dallos (1978) show 
the same effect for tone-burst s t imul i . 
12-5>JV b) Dependenae ση inter-st-imulus -interval 
(ISI) 
When the inter-stimulus interval de­
creases, the amplitudes of the NAPs de­
crease (f igs. 2 and 3 ) . For single f ibres, 
decrement in discharge rate to the t e s t 
tone is dependent on the ra te to the adap­
ting stimulus (Smith, 1979), Therefore, a 
Fig. 1. Narrow-band responses foc a cen­
tral frequency· of 4.6 kHZj for several in­
tensities (I) of a 4 kHz tone burst. 
Fig. 2, Narrow-band response amplitudes 
(A), for several inter-stimulus intervals 
(ISI) in response to 4 kHz tone-burst sti­
mulation. 
Fig. 3. Narrow-band response amplitudes 
(A) for several inter-stimutus intervals 
fISI) in response to 2 kHz tone-burst sti­
mulation. 
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region that is stimulated more by the tone burst will adapt more; a region 
that is stimulated above its saturating level will adapt most. Since the 
regions near the stimulus frequency are excited most, these regions show the 
largest decrease in NAP amplitude. 
c) De-pendence on level of continuous white-noise maske? (M) 
The influence of the level of a continuous white-noise masker on amplitu-
des of NAPs can be described as the effect of decreasing tone-burst intensity 
(fig. 4). For single fibres similar results have been found (Evans, 1974). 
Since perstimulatory masking with noise can be described according to the same 
rules as adaptation (Smith, 1979), the relatively high degree of masking in 
the high frequency regions should be caused by more stimulation of those re-
gions by the noise. Figure 5 shows the input-output curves for several NAPs 
in response to noise bursts. The relation between these curves and the NAP-
amplitude dependence on noise level underline the single-fibre results of 
Smith. ' v 
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Fig. 4. Narrow-band response amplitu­
des (A) in response to 4 kHz test-tone 
hurst for several levels of continuous 
white-noise masker (M). 
d) Dependence on body temperature (T) 
Fig. 5. Input-output functions for 
whole-~nerve and narrow-band action 
potentials in response to noise 
burst stimulation. 
When the body temperature of the guinea pig was lowered, the amplitude-
central frequency,relations hardly changed, indicating no change of the 
Q . Cooling of the animal caused an increase of the NAP onset- and peak-
latency and of the interval between both (fig. 6). This effect is of about 
the same size for all NAPs, and is probably caused by the increase of minimum 
synaptic delay, desynchronization of firings and broadening of one fibre 
response (Katz and Miledi, 1965; Prijs. 1980). From these results the effect 
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of cooling upon single-fibre responses can 
be predicted: the quality of tuning will not 
change, and the onset of the PST-histograms 
will be equally delayed for all fibres. 
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Fig. 6. Narrow-band responses for 
a central frequency of 4.6 kHz, 
in response to 4 kHz tone-burst 
stimulation at several body tem-
peratures (T). 
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COMMENT ON: "Narrow-band analysis: a link between single-fibre and whole-nerve 
data (V.F. Prijs) 
R. Klinke 
Centre of Physiology, J.W. Goethe University, D-6000 Frankfurt, Germany. 
You conclude from your experiments that cooling of the Guinea pig will 
not change the quality of tuning of single fibres. 
This suggests a phenomenon which again differs from that observed in the 
behaviour of single fibres to temperature changes in cold blooded animals. 
Power spectra of REVCOR functions recorded in caiman at different temperatures 
(Fengler and Klinke, to be published) show that their maximum shifts to higher 
frequencies with higher body temperature and that the sharpness of tuning 
deteriorates at the. same time. 
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.Chapter V 
NARROW-BAND ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND ACTION POTENTIALS * 
FOR SEVERAL STIMULUS CONDITIONS IN THE GUINEA PIG 
ABSTRACT 
Compound action potentials (AP) were recorded under various stimulus conditions in 
31 guinea pigs. Stimulus attenuation, decrease of inter-stìmulus interval, increase 
of the level of a continuous wide-band noise masker-and lowering of the temperature 
of the animal all result in a drop of AP-amplitude and an increase in latency. A 
narrow-band analysis of the compound A^s opens the possibility for description of 
these AP changes in terms of the response behaviour of small cochlear regions 
according to their central frequencies. 
It appears that intensity-dependent changes in the AP-parameters can be explai-
ned on basis of the tuning properties of the auditory nerve fibres when the effect 
of the rise time of the tone-burst stimulus is taken into account. 
Lowering the inter-stimulus interval produces a complex interaction in terms of 
tone-burst frequency and the region along the cochlear partition that contributes 
dominantly to the AP. It is concluded that response contributions from the narrow 
bands having a central frequency near the tone-burst frequency Show the largest 
adaptation. 
The change in amplitude for narrow-band responses under increased masking is 
similar to that for stimulus attenuation. It seçms, however, that the underlying 
masking mechanism is more comparable to adaptation mechanism. 
Cooling the animal was not found to affect the sharpness of tuning. 
In all four recording situations the amount of synchronization of single-fibre 
responses as reflected in NAPs to the onset of the stimulus seems to decrease. 
Key words: cochlear partition? compound action potentials; adaptation; intensity; 
masking; temperature effects; cochlea; guinea pig. 
INTRODUCTION 
The adaptation of the compound action potential (AP) as a result of diminution of 
the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) is characterized by a decrease of the amplitude, 
an increase of the latency and an increase of the width of N.. This behaviour is 
also found when the stimulus is attenuated, the intensity of a continuous white-
noise masker is increased, or the animal is cooled.. Comparison of the influence 
*) To be published in Hearing Research 
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of those stimulus conditions on the AP can be used to separate the causes into 
common and different underlying mechanisms. 
Coats |3| compared the influence of intensity, masker level and body tempera-
ture on the AP and found that cooling and stimulus attenuation had identical 
effects, from which he concluded that cooling and attenuation act on a post coch-
lear microphonic excitatory process. He also reported that masking increased AP 
latency by a smaller amount than cooling and attenuation. 
Eggermont and Spoor |l3| showed a different behaviour of AP latency for adap-
tation and masking. This was explained by different degrees of desynchronization 
pointing to masking as a result of both adaptation and refractoriness. 
Eggermont |4| studied the effect of cooling on adaptation and masking. He re-
ported that cooling does not act in the same way as attenuation of the stimulus 
but that in the case of lowering the body temperature the desynchronization is 
comparable to the desynchronization caused by decreasing the ISI. The tempera-
ture dependence of synaptic mechanisms and of adaptation and masking suggested 
the adaptation mechanism to be located in the haircell-neúron synapse. 
Prijs and Eggermont 128 f concluded from the dependence on recording site of the 
influence of stimulus intensity (1), inter-stimulus interval (ISI), level of conti-
nuous white-noise masker (M), and body temperature (T), that a decrease of ISI . 
causes the largest broadening of the latency distribution function of contributing 
fibres. 
Prijs |29| compared the effect of changes in I, ISI, M and Τ on electrically and 
acoustically evoked APs. The invariance of the electrically evoked AP for ISI above 
20 msec underlined the hypothesis that for those ISI values the adaptation mecha­
nisms are located in the haircell-neuron synapse. Cooling the animal resulted in an 
increase of the latency of the electrically evoked AP. Therefore, when temperature 
is lowered mechanisms that cause the observed AP behaviour, will include neural 
mechanisms. Since it was shown that changes in I, ISI, and M did not influence the 
latency of the electrically evoked AP, the behaviour of the latency of the acousti­
cally evoked AP, dependent on I, ISI and M must be caused by mechanisms located 
peripherally to the nerve. Hence, in those cases the behaviour of the AP must be 
explained by the change in the contributions of the single fibres reflected from 
alterations in structures peripheral to the nerve. 
One of the methods to study the changes in the contributions of several regions 
along the cochlear partition is the narrow-band analysis. With this technique the 
AP is separated into components representing activities from different locations 
in the cochlea (called narrow-band action potentials (NAP)) |7, 9, 14, 17, 40|. 
Since the NAP behaviour can be considered as the average behaviour of a limited 
group of similar fibres |ll, 30| a link can be made between whole-nerve and single-
fibre data. This is of interest especially in those cases (e.g. in humans) where 
recording of single-fibre responses is prohibited. The increasing use of AP data in 
clinical research necessitates a thorough investigation of the AP behaviour under 
various stjimulus conditions and its explanation on the basis of single-fibre data. 
We believe that the NAP analysis forms an intermediate between wholes-nerve and 
single-fibre data. 
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METHODS 
In these experiments 31 healthy guinea pigs were anaesthetized with Urethane (5 
ml/kg of 20% solution) preceded by premedication of Tha1amona1 w (0.3 cc/kg) and 
Atropine sulphate (25 pg/kg). Recording was performed from the tound window. The 
4 
preparation method used as well as the recording equipment has been described else­
where in more detail |28|. 
For the description of the behaviour of the AP and the narrow-band response 
the amplitude (A) and the latency (τ) of the first negative deflection N. were 
choosen as parameters |28|. 
As stimuli tone bursts with a trapezoidal envelope, rise and fall times of 
about two cycles and a 4 msec plateau'|371 were used. In most of the experiments 
4 kHz tone bursts were used to permit comparisons with earlier results |28, 29|. 
The earphone (Standard Telephones and Cables, type STC 4026A) used limited satis­
factory use of the highest frequencies for narrow-band analysis (see below) .* The 
frequency response Of the sound generating system was monitored using the substi­
tution method with a k inch condenser microphone (Bruel & Kjaer, type 2615 cathode 
follower, type 4134 cartridge) , microphone amplifier (B & К 2603) , a function gene­
rator (HP 203A) and a frequency counter (HP 5381A) for sinusoidal tone generation 
(for the over-all response see Fig. la) . 
10 dB 
05 
18 2-5 35 5Ό 71 10 kHz,cut-off freq. 
/ / / / / / 
2 5 10 20 
f (kHz) 
Fig. la. Frequency response of the sound generating system with the used cut-Off frequencies : 10, 
7.1, 5.0, Z.S, 2.5, 1.8 kHz. 
The technique for the narrow-band analysis is based on the work of Teas et al. |40| 
and Elberling |l4| and was modified according to Eggermont |7, 10|. The first step 
in the procedure is a determination of the intensity level of continuous noise 
(low pass 50 kHz) which just masks the tone-burst response. At the same spectral 
level, high-pass filtered, the noise is used as continuous masker. In successive 
recordings the cut-off frequency of the high-pass filter is decreased in steps of 
one half octave. Subtraction of successive evoked responses yields the response of 
a specific region of the cochlea, a narrow-band response (NAP). The frequency 
response of these filters and of the sound generating system is shown for the cut-
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Fig. lb. Subtraction of the successive fre­
quency responses from Fig. la. 
Fig. 1c. AP and corresponding NAPs evoked 
by a 4 kHz tone burst of 60 dB SPL. The 
calibration is indicated by bars. 
o f f f r e q u e n c i e s u s e d ( F i g . l a ) . S u b t r a c t i o n o f t h e s u c c e s s i v e f r e q u e n c y c u r v e s 
g i v e s a f i r s t i m p r e s s i o n o f which c o c h l e a r r e g i o n c o n t r i b u t e s t o t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
NAPs ( F i g . l b ) . In F i g . 1c a s e t o f r e p r e s e n t a t i v e NAPs and t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g AP 
w i t h no mask ing i s shown. 
RESULTS 
Travelling wave velocity ' 
NAPs pf a particular AP show different latencies, dependent on tñeir central fre-
quency (|7, 14|, see Fig. 1c). The higher the central frequency (f ) the smaller 
the latency.'NAP latencies of responses evoked by 90 dB condensation clicks show 
the decrease over a wide frequency range in the upper part of Fig. 2 (3 experi-
ments) . Some NAPs show a double peaked N (see insert, Fig. 2); in those cases 
both latencies are drawn. These double peaks occur for central frequencies of 
around 4 kHz. For increasing frequency the latency of the largest peak jumps from 
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Fig. 2. Latency vs. aentrai frequency for condensa­
tion click of 90 dB SPLj average values over three 
experimenté. The insertion represents a NAP with a 
double peaked N^. In the lewer part the latency 
differences for two adjacent regions are shown, the 
symbols indicate averages and standard deviations 
(open symbols of the upper part cere used for cal-
culation) . 
Fig. 3. Calculated travelling~wave 
velocity vs. frequency dependence 
from the results of Fig. 2. The 
standard deviation is indicated by 
vertical bars on the principle of 
log-momal plotting, the regres-
sion line as -a straight linei Also 
plotted are the results of Teas et 
al. \40\. 
t h e f i r s t t o t h e second peak . The average l a t e n c y d i f f e r e n c e between a d j a c e n t f r e -
quency r e g i o n s i s shown (with s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s ) in t h e lower p a r t of F i g . 2 . In 
c a l c u l a t i n g t h e l a t e n c y d i f f e r e n c e t h o s e peak l a t e n c i e s a r e t aken which r e s u l t e d 
i n a p o s i t i v e d i f f e r e n c e between t h e l a t e n c y be long ing to- t h e lower f and t h a t 
b e l o n g i n g t o t h e h i g h e r f ( the d a t a r e p r e s e n t e d by t h e c l o s e d symbols a r e not 
u s e d ) . 
With t h e a i d of t h e - f requency-p lace r e l a t i o n , a s de te rmined by von Bëkésy | 3 8 | 
t r a v e l l i n g - w a v e v e l o c i t y i s c a l c u l a t e d from t h e Δτ-ί„ r e l a t i o n ( F i g . 3 ) . Apart 
from t h e 4 .3 kHz r e g i o n t h e r e s u l t s a g r e e w e l l w i t h t h o s e of Teas e t a l . | 4 0 | . 
Intensity dependent properties 
For s i x g u i n e a p i g s a narrow-band a n a l y s i s was performed f o r r e s p o n s e s t o 4 kHz 
t o n e b u r s t s of d i f f e r e n t i n t e n s i t i e s . T y p i c a l narrow-band r e s p o n s e a m p l i t u d e s 
p l o t t e d a s a f u n c t i o n of t h e c e n t r a l f requency a r e shown i n F i g . 4 . The c o u r s e 
of t h e NAP-amplitudes shows t h a t when^ i n t e n s i t y i s i n c r e a s e d t h e c o n t r i b u t i n g 
r e g i o n grows m a i n l y a t t h e h i g h - f r e q u e n c y s i d e and l i t t l e a t t h e low-frequency 
s i d e . The s l o p e of t h e narrow-band i n p u t - o u t p u t c u r v e s i n c r e a s e s w i t h i n c r e a s i n g 
f . Moreover, t h r e s h o l d s i n c r e a s e when f i s h i g h e r o r much lower t h a n s t i m u l u s 
f r e q u e n c y . At lower s t i m u l u s l e v e l s t h e l a t e n c y i n c r e a s e s f o r t h e compound a c t i o n 
p o t e n t i a l a s w e l l a s f o r t h e narrow-band r e s p o n s e s ( F i g . 5 ) . The l a t e n c y of t h e 
AP i n c r e a s e s more t h a n t h a t of any of t h e NAPs and i t s v a l u e s h i f t s from l a t e n c i e s 
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Fig. 6. Typical AP adaptation of 
the response to a 4 kHz tone buret 
of 60 dB SPL. 25 vV applies to all 
calibration bare. 
Fig. 7. Amplitude vs. central frequency 
of adapted MPs according to APs of 
Fig. в, for different ISÌ valuee. For 
comparison the amplitude of the compound 
AP is shown as well (AP). 
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belonging to a central frequency of 6.5 kHz at 75 dB SPL to latencies belonging to 
f ft. 4 kHz at 45 dB SPL, reflecting the shift of the most contributing part of the 
cochlea. The latency-intensity curves show that a latency value is not uniquely re-
lated to one particular frequency region; one value can represent several frequency 
bands dependent on intensity. The onset of the NAPs shifts also with intensity. The 
narrow-band responses broaden slightly when the stimulus intensity is decreased 
|3o|. 
Time dependent propepties (adaptation) 
Typical adaptation behaviour of a response evoked by a 4 kHz tone burst of 60 dB 
SPL is shown in Fig. 6. Shortening of the inter-stimulus interval causes broadening 
of the AP, "an increase in latency and a decrease of amplitude. For ISI-values of 8, 
4 and 2 msec the appearance of two peaks in the N. is noted. In general the latency 
change is a function of the frequency and intensity of the stimulus. For low inten-
sities the latency hardly changes. This holds also for low-frequency Stimuli for 
all intensities (unpublished results). To investigate these phenomena narrow-band 
analysis was performed on adapted responses evoked by a restricted range of stimuli 
for 2 0 animals. Most of the experiments (13 cases) dealt with 4 kHz tone bursts of 
60-70 dB SPL. 
We will discuss the results of the narrow-band analysis of the typical APs 
shown in Fig\ 6. The NAP amplitude vs. central-frequency p l o t s a r e shown in Fig. 7 
for different values of the intex-stimulus interval. The amplitudes for the lowest 
f regions decrease the least, especially for 2.3 kHz there is hardly any decrease 
with decreasing ISI. The amplitudes of NAPs near tone-burst frequency (f = 3 . 2 , 
4.5 and 6.5 kHz) show the largest ISI dependence. For the highest central frequency 
the decrease is less again. Fig. 8 shows that for all f 's the latency increases, 
but the largest change is seen for the f 's around the stimulus frequency (f = 3 . 2 
and 4.6 kHz ) . Nevertheless, the latency of the compound AP response increases more 
than the latency of any single NAP; it-ranges from values belonging to the 4.6 kHz 
region to values belonging to the 3.2 kHz region. When the ISI is decreased the 
onset of the NAP, however, does not change for ISI values not below 4 msec. Hence 
the increase in peak latency is mainly due to a broadening of the NAP. 
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Fig. 8. Latency tie. ISI for the NAPs and 
the AP evoked by a 4 kHz, 60 dB SPL tone 
burst (corresponding to Figs. 6 and 7]. 
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Fig. 9. Amplitude vs. central frequency 
of NAPs for an adapted AV evoked by a 
2 kHz tone burst of 80 dB SPL. For com-
parison the amplitude of the compound AP 
is shewn as well (AP, closed symbol) 
Fig. 10. Latency vs. ISI for the NAPs 
and the AP, evoked by a 2 Ίψζ tone 
burst of 80 dB SPL. #ЛР, 
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Fig. 11, Amplitude vs. central frequency 
of MPs evoked by a 4 kHz tone burst for 
different levels of a continuous wide­
band noise masker. 
Fig. 12. Latency vs. masker level for 
NAPs evoked by a 4 kHz tone burst, with 
continuous wide-band noise (correspon­
ding to Fig. 11). 
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An example of adaptation behaviour for a different stimulus, a 2 kHz tone burst 
of 80 dB SPL, rise time and fall time of 1 msec is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. These 
results again show largest adaptation for the regions near the stimulus frequency 
(for f = 1.2, 1.6 and 2.3 kHz). The contributions from the lowest f regions (1.2 
and 1.6 kHz) diminishes most; for f = 2.3 kHz the NAP shows an equally relative 
decrease in amplitude but a larger increase in latency than the NAPs from the 
3-9 l$Hz region. For the latter region the effects of adaptation on the NAP, is 
alike and equal to that of the compound action potential. The highest frequency 
region (13 kHz) shows the least adaptation. 
Masking propertiea 
In order to perform a narrow-band analysis on APs partially masked with continuous 
wide-band noise the following stimulus paradigm was used. First the noise level 
needed for complete masking of the AP was determined. Noise of this level was high 
pass filtered, just as in all other narrow-band analyses. The high-pass filtered 
noise at fixed level and the unfiltered noise at variable level were mixed electri-
cally with the tone burst. Both forms of noise came from the same noise generator. 
Results were not distinguishable from results obtained with the use of two indepen-
dent noise generators. Typical results for responses evoked by a 4 kHz tone burst 
of 70 dB SPL are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The amplitude behaviour is similar to 
that for attenuation of the stimulus: first the contributions of the high frequency 
regions start to decrease and disappear when masker level is increased (Fig. 11). 
An increase of masker level causes a shift of the largest contribution towards 
regions with lower characteristic frequencies. As a result the latency of the 
total response increases much more than any of the NAP latencies (Fig. 12). This 
increase of AP latency is somewhat less for an increase of masker intensity than 
for a decrease of tone-burst level (0.19 ms/10 dB and 0.22 ms/10 dB, respectively, 
for a 70 dB, 4 kHz tone-burst stimulus, average value for three experiments). 
Response to lower tone-burst levels show a more manifest difference e.g. for a 
40 dB tone-burst the latency increase vs. masker level is 0.12 ms/10 dB and vs. 
stimulus attenuation 0.36 ms/10 dB (see also |3|). The onset latency of a narrow-
band response is affected less by an increase of masker level than for a numeri-
cally equal decrease of stimulus level. Since stimulus attenuation influences 
both amplitude and latenôy of the NAP but an· increase of masker level hardly 
.causes an NAP latency increase and only an NAP amplitude decrease, the amplitude-
latency relations differ considerably for both situations. 
The influenae of ternperature · 
For 8 guinea pigs a narrow-band analysis was performed at body temperatures ranging 
from 28° to 380C, for stimulus intensities around 60-70 dB SPL. Average NAP-ampli-
tudes (5 experiments) show equal decreases for all frequencies (Table I) . There 
is no shift of the most contributing region With cooling. For all NAPs the laten-
cies increase by nearly the same amount: the latency of the most contributing 
region changes somewhat less than the f -regions at the edge of the total contri-
с 
buting area (see Table I). The 'compound AP shows a latency increase (0.06 msec/ CI 
that is larger than that for any NAP. With cooling the NAP- as well as the AP-
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Table I 
Change of NAP and AP parameters with 10 С cooling. 
NAP, 
f
c
(kHz) 3.2 4.6 6.5 9.1 
AP 
τ 2 8 ο - τ 3 8 Ο 0 0.50 sd 0.11 
(msec) 
0.44 sd 0.12 0.46 sd 0.07 0.49 sd 0.13 0.61 sd 0.17 
A280/A380C 0 · 9 9 s d 0 · 5 7 0 · 8 3 s d 0 · 3 0 0 · 8 2 s d 0 · 4 6 0 · 8 3 s d 0 · 7 6 0 · 8 9 s d 0 · 5 0 
Fig. 13. N^-latenay and onset latenay vs. 
body temperature for the AP. 
T| ct 
onset latency increases (Fig. 13) and the responses broaden. 
DISCUSSION 
As Öζdamar and Dallos |2б| have elucidated the compound action potential at low 
tone-burst intensities is comparable in shape and time course to the envelope of 
the PST-histogram of fibres with CF at the tone-burst frequency. Since at higher 
levels the excited cochlear area spreads basalwards a direct comparison of the 
AP and the PST-histogram of a limited group of fibres with approximately the same 
CF i^s not possible for those levels. For the NAP it is assumed that the correspon­
dence holds across the entire intensity range. 
Travelling-wave velocity 
The occurrence of the double peaked Nj^  in the 90 dB click-evoked NAPs (Fig. 2) 
suggests the first peaks in the PST histogram to be of about the same size |23|. 
Then the latency difference between the two peaks of a double peaked NAP should 
be equal to 1/CF. For the 6 kHz region Δτ = 0.17 msec while 1/CF = 0.17 msec, 
for the 5 kHz region Δτ = 0.23 msec and 1/CF =0.20 msec and for the 3.5 kHz 
region Δτ = 0.25 msec and 1/CF = 0.29 msec. These results justify the foregoing 
assumption. Since the double peaked NAPs occur around 4 kHz, this phenomenon pro­
bably is the cause of an irregularity in the Δτ value at this f (Fig. 2). De Boer 
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|l| proposes that in a first approximation T(f ) can be expressed as: 
T(f ) = af„'1 + 3. 
с с 
Therefore, the latency differences between successive NAPs should follow the rule: 
Δ τ
 =
 τ1 - τ2 = α ( 1 / fcl - 1 / ic2)· 
The value of α (calculated with the exclusion of Δτ for 4.3 kHz) is 0.72, so less 
than one period comprises both travelling-wave delay and filter delay for the high-
intensity click stimulus. This value is much smaller than for humans (a % 3.5, |l|). 
Because the NAP-peak latency instead of NAP-onset is taken for the time delay of 
the travelling wave, and the NAP broadens with increasing latency, our calculated 
velocity values are somewhat underestimated. As in humans, in guinea pigs log ν 
appears to be linear with log f . Linear regression reveals: 
log ν = 0.80 + 0.831og f With a correlation coefficient of 0.99 (calculated with­
out the 4.3 kHz point). Therefore, the velocity decreases less with f
c
 in the guinea 
pig than in humans, where the relation log ν = 0.45 + log f
c
 was found |7|. 
In our estimated travelling-wave velocity vs. frequency relation the 4.3 kHz 
point is an exception from the linear relation of log ν and log f, showing a rela­
tively small value of the velocity. Elberling 114 | , in measuring the travelling-
wave velocity in humans for NAPs found a similar dip for 4 kHz, however, Eggermont 
|7| found an extra large velocity value around 4 kHz (probably caused by small 
hearing losses in presumably normal ears |9|). 
Intensity properties 
The NAPs and single-fibre data |l8, 23, 26, 27, 31, 34, 35| concerning frequency 
and intensity dependence agree very well. At low tone-burst levels, only NAPs 
coming from a small cochlear region near the stimulus frequency are evoked, the 
contributing region grows with increasing intensity mainly at the high-frequency 
side (Fig. 4). These results correspond with excitation of only the fibres with 
CF around the stimulus frequency for low tone-burst intensity and an activation 
of more fibres especially those with CFs higher than the stimulus frequency for 
increasing intensity |27|. 
The slopes of the amplitude vs. intensity functions have larger values for 
higher central frequency |8|. For one particular region the slopes are steeper 
for lower stimulus frequencies |ll|. Since the rate vs. intensity function of 
single fibres is steeper for stimuli of frequencies below CF and shallower for 
stimuli of frequencies above CF than for CF stimuli |l8, 31|, the slope of the 
amplitude vs. intensity function for a particular cochlear region is presumed to 
reflect the rate function for single-nerve fibres in that region |ll|. 
With increasing intensity the most contributing region shifts towards higher-
frequency regions (Fig. 4), from which the responses are more synchronized and 
have shorter latencies. Therefore, high-frequency contributions dominate APs when 
tone-burst intensity is high |16, 26|. This phenomenon is also reflected in the 
latency shift of the AP (Fig. 5). 
The variation of NAP latency as a function of intensity is large (0.41, 0.48, 
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0.62 msec for f = 3.2, 4.6 and 6.5 kHz, respectively, over the intensity range of 
30-70 dB; averaged values over 6 animals). Also·the single-fibre results of özdamär 
and Dallos |26| (tone-burst stimuli) and of Kiang et al. |23| (click stimuli) show 
a large level dependence of latency. The latency, shift of the PST-histograms for 
variation of stimulus intensity |23| depends on the CF of the fibres and decreases 
continuously to a zero-value with decreasing CF |l5|. Several mechanisms contribute 
'to this latency shift: 
a. With i-ncreasing intensity the onset responses are more synchronized |26f and the 
NAPs will become narrower. In our results the widths of the NAPs decrease by . 
about 0.09 msec hence the peak-latency decrease is mainly due to a decrease of 
onset latency. 
b. Since the tone burst used has a non-zero rise time, the single-fibre threshold 
will be passed at an instant which" depends on intensity. When intensity is in-
creased this moment will occur «arlier |34, 35|. This effect will be largest 
near threshold. 
c. At intensities just above threshold the maximal filtering delay adds to the la-
tency because only the maximum excursion of the excitation profile evokes a 
• response. When the stimulus is made much stronger the first oscillations of the 
filter response are important |l|. For responses to click stimuli only this 
effect can account for the latency shift. 
Hence the large intensity-dependent latency increase within each narrow band can be 
understood from a filter mechanism and this latency increase is affected by the 
rising slope of the tone burst. 
Time dependent properties (adaptation) 
The response of the different .cochlear regions show a somewhat different adaptation 
behaviour, dependent on their relation to the stimulus frequency (Figs. 7 and 9). 
NAPs with f near stimulus frequency relatively decrease more in amplitude and 
their latencies are more affected than NAPs from otheir contributing regions. 
Hence the most activated regions show the strongest adaptation. We compared 
, our results and those of Smith |32, 33|, who investigated adaptation on the single-
fibre level using two successive tones. Smith found that the decrease in rate by 
adaptation is determined by the response to the adapting tone: 
D(I, T, ISI) = {F(I) - SP) G (Τ, ISI) ( 1 ) 
where D( ) - decrease in rate 
J = intensity of adapting totie 
JSJ = inter-stimulus interval between the two tones 
F(I) = rate vs. intensity function to adapting tone 
SP = spontaneous rate 
G( ) = relative decrement in response to test tone' 
Τ = duration of adapting tone 
When Smith's rule is applied to our stimulus situation, i.e. adapting and test tone 
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are identical, and have constant duration T, eq. (1) will be: 
D(I, ISI) = F(I) G (ISI) * (2) 
Since only stimulus synchronized responses add up to the compound AP the spontaneous 
activity can be considered as zero. It is clear from Eq. (2) that when F(J) is larger, 
the decrease will be larger, hence the larger the activation the larger the adap­
tation. 
The adapted response (R) will be: 
•.ЯП, ISI) = F (I) - D(I, ISI) 
= F(I){1-G(ISI)} 
and the relative rate change dependent on ISI gives: 
R<IFaI)SI) = {1-G(ISI)} < 3 ) 
When a step is made from single-fibre level to narrow-band responses and the ampli­
tude of the NAP is taken as a measure for the rate Eq. (3) transforms to: 
A(A(II)SI) = {1-G(ISI)) ( 4 ) 
This rule should be independent of stimulus frequency and of characteristic fre­
quency |33|. Hence the relative decrease of amplitude should only be dependent on 
ISI and identical for every NAP. Eggermont J5| came to equivalent rules in his 
theoretical description of adaptation, when refractoriness was not taken into 
account. Our results do not agree with those of Smith, because the different NAPs 
do not relatively decrease by the same amount (Fig. 7). The f regions near stimu­
lus frequency decrease most. Therefore, it seems plausible that the adaptation 
function G also is dependent on the amount of excitation |5|. Smith's |33| model 
is based on data from 40 msec time intervals so that influence of fast adaptation 
e.g. caused by refractoriness, is excluded. In single-fibre da€a using small bin-
widths of 0.5 msec and less. Smith |35| and Yates |4l| showed fast adaptation with 
a time constant of about 10 msec and a growth of the onset response which is faster 
than the growth of the steady state. Йепсе the adaptation function will be dependent 
on the driven onset response. The larger the driven onset response the larger the 
relative adaptation. This also holds for forward .masking |21Ι· Since the NAP is 
formed by the onset responses of the contributing fibres, the adaptation function 
in Eq. (4) will become dependent on A(I) (unadapted). With this extension of Smith's 
model the NAP data agree with the model based on single-fibre data. 
A decrease of ISI does not affect the onset latency of the NAP, which is an 
essential difference with stimulus attenuation. Hence the supposition that the 
location of the adaptation mechanism is central to the aite where the conversion 
of intensity to distribution along the cochlear partition takes'place is underlined 
|4, 29, 33|. It fits also'in Smith's model of a non linear filter mechanism prece­
ding an additive adaptation mechanism. 
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For decreasing ISI the latency of the NAP increases. The increment is larger for 
narrow bands near stimulus frequency. Since onset latency is constant the increase 
in peak latency is the result of broadening of the NAP caused by desynchronization 
of the single-fibre contributions to the NAP |4|. There are a few reports on laten­
cy increase during adaptation for single-fibre responses. Kiang et al. |23| report 
an increase (0.1 msec) of the first peak in PST-histograms to clicks for ISI values 
below 5 msec. The shift agreed with the latency increase of the simultaneous recorded 
compound AP. 
Compound action potentials evoked by a 4 kHz tone burst of 60 dB SPL (Fig. 6) 
show two peaks in the N. for low ISI values. The two peaks have been attributed to 
two fibre populations (I and II) in the cochlea. Since the first peak decreases most 
under adaptation, it is concluded that the response of population I adapts more than 
the response of population II. Several" morphological structures are proposed to co­
incide with the two populations: radial and spiral efferent nerve fibres |'12|, and 
fibres with high and low CF |6|. Comparison of peak I and II latencies and NAP 
latencies (Figs. 6 and 8) shows that the first peak comes from the f region near 
and just above stimulus frequency and the second one from the region below stimulus 
frequency. Therefore the two populations coincide with fibres of different CF (in 
this case % 4-6 kHz and 2.3 kHz respectively). Their relation to stimulus frequency 
determines the adaptation behaviour of the peaks; for another stimulus e.g. 2 kHz 
tone burst, 80 dB SPL (Figs. 9 and 10) adaptation is larger for the region with 
f = 2.3 kHz (f is near stimulus frequency) than for the narrowband with f = 4-6 
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kHz. Dependent on the importance of the most adapting region to the compound AP, 
the AP latency increases. For low-frequehcy stimuli (ς 2 kHz) and moderate or high-
ihtensity levels, so that the AP is determined by contributions from regions with 
higher f than the most adapting region near stimulus frequency, the AP latency 
hardly changes (Fig. 10). For low stimulus intensities there is no difference in 
adaptation for the various cochlear regions (unpublished results). Therefore, for 
small stimulus intensities the AP latency hardly increases when the ISI decreases. 
Masking properties 
Increase of the intensity of a wide-band continuous noise masker has an effect on 
the compound AP that is most like that of stimulus attenuation. The response area 
diminishes at the high-frequency side, and the most contributing region shifts 
from high to lower frequencies (Figs. 4 and 11). The latency increases for each 
NAP, and the latency of the compound action potential shifts from values of high 
f regions to values of lower f regions (Figs. 5 and 12). Therefore, masking 
behaviour of AP Can be broadly described as an effect of threshold shift. Kiang 
et al. 1231 came to identical conclusions from single-fibre measurements. This 
agreement is also reflected by the threshold shift measured by Evans |19| and by 
the decrease in rate caused by increased'masker intensity |33|. 
Masker intensity affects NAP latency (see Fig. 12). As far as we know a 
latency increase is not reported for the first peak in PST-histograms of single-
fibre responses under masking conditions. Although Kiang'et al. |23| describe 
the first peak as to have no latency change, their results are not conclusive. 
Although the AP behaviour under masking can roughly be described as an effect 
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of threshold shift, narrow-band analysis shows that a rise in masker level and a 
reduction in stimulus intensity indeed produce different effects. For identical 
amplitude variations the NAP latency changes more for variation of stimulus inten­
sity than for variation of masker level. Since masker intensity hardly effects 
onset latencies of the NAPs the enlargement in peak latency can mainly be attri­
buted to broadening of the NAP caused by desynchronization of the single-fibre 
contributions to the NAP. Hence, the latency behaviour of NAPs is comparable for 
masking and adaptation. Smith |33| found that his adaptation model was sufficient 
to account for masking produced by wide-band backgrounds. Thus a larger masking 
effect should be caused by more excitation of the noise and since the high fre­
quency regions are most affected (see Fig. 11) they should be most activated by 
the noise. Indeed input-output functions of NAPs to noise-burst stimuli show 
lower thresholds and steeper slopes for higher-frequency regions than for lower 
f regions 1301 . The threshold difference for the noise in the various bands can 
be explained to a large extent by the audiogram of the guinea pig, which shows at 
10 kHz a 25 dB lower threshold than at 2 kHz |20|. 
The influenae of temperature 
There is little or no effect of lowering the temperature on the distribution of 
the contributing firings over the different frequency regions (Table I). Moreover, 
AP tuning curves do not change when the body temperature is lowered f24] . Hence, 
changes in the AP with cooling can not be attributed to alteration of relative 
contributions to the AP, and temperature seems to have no influence on the sharp­
ness of the tuning. From a narrow-band analysis information can be obtained about 
the distribution of the contributions to the AP across characteristic frequency. 
Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn about a possible shift of the excitation 
pattern along the basilar membrane (as was concluded from CM data in the guinea 
pig by de Breij and Eggermont |2|). 
Since the latency of each NAP increases by the same amount, no noticeably change' 
in travelling-wave velocity is found and it can be concluded that cooling will 
influence the latency for every single fibre in the same way. 
Two mechanisms are known to effect the latency increase: synaptic and nerve 
mechanisms. Lowering the body temperature causes an increase in the minimal 
synaptic delay, a desynchronization in the release of transmitter substance |22|, 
and a broadening of the single-fibre response |29, 39|. An increase of the minimal 
synaptic delay will result in a shift of the AP onset and thus in a shift of the 
compound AP to longer latencies. For animal 120179 (Fig. 13) the average increase 
of onset latency is 0.03 msec/0C, the average increase of peak latency 0.07 
msec/ C. The increase of the delay between onset and peak latency is caused by a 
broadening of the unit contribution (0.005 msec/ С, І29|) and desynchronization, 
to which the remainder of 0.035 msec/0C must be attributed. 
For variation in.stimulus intensity, inter-stimulus interval and masker level, 
NAP behaviour was In good agreement with average behaviour of single fibres with 
CF ¡^  f . No comparable single-fibre results with cooling are available but from 
our NAP results the average behaviour can be predicted. The increase of the minimal 
synaptic delay will cause an increase of latency for all peaks in a PST-histogram. 
Average Q
 n, (the relative width at 10 dB above the tip) of single-fibre frequency 
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t u n i n g c u r v e s f o r a p a r t i c u l a r CF measured a t 38 С and a t 28 С w i l l n o t d i f f e r . 
S i n c e narrow-band a n a l y s i s o n l y c a n r e v e a l t h e f r e q u e n c y - d e p e n d e n t b e h a v i o u r , n o t h i n g 
c a n be p r e d i c t e d a b o u t t h e i n f l u e n c e of t e m p e r a t u r e òn t h e CF o f a s i n g l e f i b r e . 
Amplitude-latenay curve overview 
I n f o r e g o i n g s e c t i o n s , t h e b e h a v i o u r o f t h e compound AP i n t h e c a s e o f a t t e n u a t i o n , 
a d a p t a t i o n , masking and l o w e r i n g t h e body t e m p e r a t u r e i s d i s c u s s e d on t h e b a s i s o f 
r e s u l t s from narrow-band a n a l y s i s . The d i f f e r e n c e s and s i m i l a r i t i e s f i n d e x p r e s s i o n 
i n t h e a m p l i t u d e - l a t e n c y c u r v e s ( A v s . τ') f o r t h e compound a c t i o n p o t e n t i a l s ( F i g . 1 4 ) . 
Fig. 14. Amplitude vs. latenay aurves for aompound 
action potentials evoked by a 4 kHz tone burst. Com­
parison between variations of stimulus intensity, 
inter-stimulus interval, masker level and body 
temperature. 
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In all four cases amplitude decrease goes along with latency increase. As is known 
|6| for attenuation a nearly linear relation exists between log A and τ. 
This relation is caused by the shift of the most contributing region to higher 
frequencies and a large onset-latency shift for each narrow band. Apart from the 
latter effect the same phenomenon plays a role in masking, resulting in a smaller 
latency increase for an identical decrease of amplitude. Adaptation causes no 
change in the total contributing region at the high-frequency side, no onset-latency 
shift and has therefore the smallest influence on AP latency as is shown in the 
steep A vs. τ function. Temperature influences the latency by an increment in the 
synaptic delay,abroadenincrof the unit contribution and desynchronlzation. The am­
plitude hardly changes with temperature, so that A vs. τ has a very small slope. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Narro<w-band analysis 
Narrow-band analysis is a good intermediate for interpreting AP behaviour on the 
basis of contributions from groups of single fibres. The behaviour of an NAP with 
central frequency f reflects the average behaviour of responses from single 
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fibres with characteristic frequency CF % f , and is therefore very useful when 
c
 , * 
only a rough picture about single-fibre contributions is needed, or when single-
fibre measurements are impossible <as is the case in humans). 
Jriteneity dependent behaviour of the AP 
With increasing intensity the response area broadens and the most contributing region 
shifts towards higher-frequency regions. The input-output functions for NAPs reflect 
the rate functions of the contributing fibres. The intensity-dependent latency in­
crease within each narrow band can be explained by the cochlear filter mechanism 
and this latency increase is affected by the rising slope of the tone burst and the 
amount of synchrony of the individual contributions. * 
Adxptat-i<m behaviour of the AP 
The NAP w i t h f n e a r s t i m u l u s f requency d e c r e a s e s r e l a t i v e l y t h e most which r e f l e c t s 
t h e s i n g l e - f i b r e a d a p t a t i o n b e h a v i o u r and r e p r e s e n t s a d e v i a t i o n from S m i t h ' s pheno-
m e n o l o g i c g l model on a d a p t a t i o n | 3 3 | . 
A d e c r e a s e of I S I h a r d l y i n f l u e n c e s t h e e x t e n s i o n of t h e e x c i t e d a r e a a t t h e 
h i g h - f r e q u e n c y s i d e . I n c r e a s e of AP l a t e n c y i s caused by d e s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n and, 
d e p e n d e n t on s t i m u l u s , by a s h i f t of t h e most c o n t r i b u t i n g r e g i o n towards loWer-
f requency r e g i o n s . 
Masking behavioy? of the AP 
For wide-band masking, t h e e x c i t e d a r e a d e c r e a s e s a t t h e h i g h - f r e q u e n c y s i d e j u s t a s 
f o r a t t e n u a t i o n of t h e s t i m u l u s . The l a t e n c y w i t h i n narrow bands i n c r e a s e s a s i n ' t h e 
c a s e of a d a p t a t i o n , and t h e a m p l i t u d e b e h a v i o u r of t h e NAPs can be e x p l a i n e d a c c o r ­
d i n g t o S m i t h ' s | 3 3 | a d a p t a t i o n model . 
The influence of cooling on the AP 
F o r с о о і і д д t h e a n i m a l t h e b r o a d e n i n g o f t h e AP i s c a u s e d by a b r o a d e n i n g o f t h e u n i t 
c o n t r i b u t i o n a n d d e s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l c o n t r i b u t i o n s . The l a t e n c y i n ­
c r e a s e i s c a u s e d by t h e same f a c t o r s a n d a n i n c r e a s e o f t h e m i n i m a l s y n a p t i c d e l a y . 
T h e e x c i t e d a r e a a n d t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e c o n t r i b u t i n g f i r i n g s d o n o t c h a n g e 
w i t h c o o l i n g , t h e s h a r p n e s s o f t u n i n g i s i n d e p e n d e n t o f t e m p e r a t u r e . 
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Chapter VI 
DECONVOLUTION OF THE COMPOUND ACTION POTENTIAL 
INTRODUCTION 
From results of electrical stimulation experiments (Chapter III) it was concluded 
that the dependence of the compound actipn potential on intensity, inter-stimulus 
interval or level of continuous wide-band noise, is solely due to changes in the 
single-fibre contributions. In the Chapters IV and V the properties of the single-
fibre representation in the compound AP are investigated on the basis of the charac-
teristic frequency (CF) of the fibres (f-representation). In this Chapter the 
single-fibre representation is studied via the latency diátribution function of 
the contributing firings (t-representation). For this purpose we used the descrip-
tion of the compound action potential as formulated by Goldstein and Kiang |9|: the 
compound action potential can be described as the convolution of a unit contribution 
and the discharge probability density function of the nerve fibres involved: 
A(t) = N^Pf-OUit-OdT, . (1) 
'where A(t) = the compound action potential; 
N = the number of contributing fibres; 
P(t) = the probability density function; 
and U(t) = the unit contribution of the AP. 
The unit response stands for the contribution of one primary auditory neuron and 
can be considered to be equal for all contributing nerve fibres |13| independent 
of their characteristic frequency. 
Several authors have used this convolution description for understanding the AP 
in terms of the behaviour of the underlying neural activity (|l, 2, 3, 4, 8, 14[ and 
this thesis Chapters II and III). Elberling |5| used deconvolution to extract from 
the AP the single-fibre activity along the cochlear partition. He considered the 
stimulus-related dißcharge probability density function of an individual fibre to 
be identical to the post-stimulus time histogram (PST) of the fibre. Then, the 
probability function of the contributing fibres will be the sum of the individual 
PSTs. This sum he called the compound PST (CPST). Hence Elberling used the convo-
lution description |5|: 
AP(t) = „J^CPMlHt-rHi:, 
— 00 ' 
where CP(t) is the compound post-stimulus time histogram (CPST). 
Through a first deconvolution of the AP with an estimated unit response the CP(t) 
was computed. For finding the excitation pattern from the CP(t), a relation between 
latency and characteristic frequency or distance along the basilar membrane is 
needed. This relation varies for changing stimulus conditions (Chapters IV and V). 
Therefore/ several assumptions are needed in order to obtain a realistic excitation 
pattern. Elberling |5| used a non-linear transformation of the CP(t) from the time 
domain into the location domain according to an intensity dependent latency-place 
relation. Recently |l, 2, 8, 10, 11| the Munster group refined this transformation 
based on a survey of stimulus-dependent behaviour of ΡST-histograms. Although this 
method seems to be correct for AP modelling in normal ears one must be careful when 
using it in situations for which the latency-CF relation is not known, e.g. in 
pathology. Since the latency-CF relation under our stimulus conditions is not known 
we did not try to estimate the excitation pattern. 
In Chapter II the convolution formulation 
A(t) =
o
/ts(T)a(t-T)dT 
= s(t) ®a(t) was used, 
where s(t) = latency distribution function, 
a(t) = unit contribution to the AP 
and ® stands for convolution. 
It is evident that the compound PST, CP(t), is identical to the latency distribu­
tion function s(t), just as a(t) is the same as U(t). 
METHODS 
In performing deconvolution we made use of the property that deconvolution in the 
time domain corresponds to division in the frequency domain. 
A(t) = s(t) ® a(t) FT Α(ω) = 3(ω) а(ы) 
convolution multiplication 
A(t)//a(t) = s(t) IFT 5(ω) = Α(ω)/(a(ω)+ε) 
deconvolution division 
For that purpose the compound action potential and the unit response were Fourier 
transformed (FT) and the deconvolution was performed by complex division of the trans­
forms. Zeros in the Fourier transform of the denominator (the unit response) are 
avoided by adding small offset values ε |5|. The results of the division were in­
verse Fourier transformed (IFT) to the time domain. The thus obtained curves are the 
latency distribution functions (s(t)), and are used in that form for the inter­
pretation of the behaviour of the action potential. In this procedure no correction 
was made for the summating potential, no filtering, no tapering, and no a-priori-
information such as all values of s(t) have to be positive or zero, were used. 
Although such refinements could have given better resolution, the main lines of 
the AP behaviour can still be elucidated from results of the present technique 
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» (see Appendix). 
The waveform of the unit response used has a physiological basis: the waveform 
of a narrow-band response (NAP) (Chapter V, |5|). For each animal the narrowest 
available NAP was óhoosen, which usually originated from the 9.1 kHz region, and 
was generally evoked by a high-intensity stimulus. 
The procedure outlined above was implemented on a DEC PDP-9 Computer. The 
recordings fed into the computer were the compound action potential and the unit 
contribution obtained in response to tone-burst stimulation as described in pre-
vious chapters (II and V). Each AP and NAP recording consisted of 5 msec of response 
sampled at 40 kHz; the digitized averaged responses therefore contained 200 sample 
values. Since the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm demands a number of points, 
which is an integral power of 2, 56 zero's were added. The thus generated 256 wprd 
buffer is extended with a zero buffer of the same length to avoid errors from cir-
cular deconvolution. 
RESULTS 
Intensity dspevÂenae 
Typical deconvolution results for a series of 
APs evoked by 4 kHz tone bursts of different 
intensity are shown in Fig. 1. In this figure 
the latency distribution functions s(t) are 
plotted. They indicate the relative number of 
fibres that start to contribute to the AP at 
time t since the start of 'the cochlear micro-
phonics. When the intensity is decreased, the 
onset and peak latencies of the latency dis-
tribution function increase and the amplitude 
of the peak decreases (note the calibration 
bars). The time between onset and peak, i.e. 
the rise time (rt) of s(t), incr'eases for 
smaller intensities. In Fig. 2 the rise time 
is plotted vs. the peak latency (τ ) of s(t). 
Linear regression through the open circles 
suggests a relation: 
rt = 0.09 + 0.18τ 
s 
with a correlation coefficient, r = 0.90. 
From Fig. 3 (open circles) one notes that 
the shifts of the AP latency (τ
Ν
 ) are 
1 
approximately equal in magnitude to the 
s h i f t s in τ_. 
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Fig. 1. Latency distribution functions 
(s(t)) derived for different intensi-
ties of a 4 kHz tone burst. Onset and 
peak latencies for a stimulus of 80 dB 
ore marked by vertical lines. Calibra-
tion bars, referring to an arbitrary 
unit, are indicated. 
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and masker leve I (M). 
Dependence on inter-stimulus interval (adaptation) 
In C h a p t e r V APs evoked by 4 kHz t o n e b u r s t s 
were shown f o r d i f f e r e n t v a l u e s of t h e i n t e r -
s t i m u l u s i n t e r v a l (Chapter V, F i g . · 6 ) . The 
r e s p o n s e s were d i s c u s s e d on t h e b a s i s of 
r e s u l t s of t h e narrow-band a n a l y s i s . The 
same APs have been s u b j e c t e d t o t h e decon-
v o l u t i o n p r o c e d u r e and t h e r e s u l t i n g s f t j ' s 
a r e shown i n F i g . 4 . The l a t e n c y d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u n c t i o n i s b imodal ; t h e f i r s t peak depends 
most on t h e i n t e r - s t i m u l u s i n t e r v a l . T h e r e ­
f o r e , t h e maximum of s ( t ) s h i f t s towards t h e 
second peak when t h e I S I i s lowered . S i n c e 
t h e o n s e t l a t e n c y h a r d l y changes f o r I S I > 
4 msec, a l a r g e b r o a d e n i n g of s ( t ) i s t h e 
r e s u l t , and t h i s i s shown i n t h e r e l a t i o n 
of t h e r i s e t i m e v s . l a t e n c y of t h e maximum 
of s ( t ) ( F i g . 2, t h e t r i a n g l e s ) . L i n e a r r e -
g r e s s s i o n (with e x c e p t i o n of t h e ISI = 2 msec 
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Fig. 4. Latency distribution functions 
(s(t)) derived for different inter-stimulus intervals according to APs of Chapter V. Fig. 6, 
evoked by 4 kHz tone bursts of 60 dB SPI. Onset and maximum peak latencies for the unadopted 
response distribution are marked by vertical lines. Calibration bars, referring to an arbitrary 
unit, are indicated. * 
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point) results in: 
rt = -0.80 + 0.96τ5 
with a correlation coefficient of t 
of s(t). . 
1.00; where τ = latency of highest peak 
Decrease of the inter-stimulus interval produces changes of AP latency and τ which 
are non linearly related, on the average τ 
(see Fig. 3, the triangles). 
N shifts less than τ (by a factor 0.71) 
Dependence on masker level 
Typical deconvolution results for a series of 
APs evoked by 4 kHz tone bursts in the pre­
sence of wide-band noise of increasing level 
are presented in Fig. 5. For larger masker 
intensities the amplitude of s(t) decreases 
(note the calibration bars) and there is a 
clear shift of onset and peak. In addition 
the sit)'s show an increase of rise time 
(rt) with increasing peak latency (τ ) (Fig. 
2, the squares) and linear regression gives: 
rt = 0.08 + 0.23T S 
with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.78, 
The relation between AP latency and peak la­
tency of s(t) is less non linear than in the 
case of adaptation, but on the average the 
Shift of the former is proportional to that 
of the latter by approximately the same fac­
tor (0.71) as for adaptation (Fig. 3, the 
squares). 
The changes in onset and peak latency of 
s(t) as Well as in AP latency are affected 
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Fig. S. Latency distribution functions 
(s(t)) derived for different levels of a 
ûontinuous Gaussian noise masker. The onset 
and peak latencies for the no masking condi-
tion are marked by vertical lines. Calibra-' 
tion bars, referring to an arbitrary unit, 
are indicated. 
Table I Tabie ι 
Increase of onset latency, rise time (rt), peak latency (τ ) of s(t) and of AP latency (τ„ ) 
msec/10 dB. Comparison of stimulus^ intensity and masking effects. 1 , 
in 
increase of masker level decrease of stimulus intensity 
tone burst 
level (dB) 
onset rt onset rt 
40 
50 
60 
0.10 0.09 0.19 0.12 0.27 
0.09 0.04 0.13 0.10 0.24 
0.15 '0.02 0.17 0.15 0.21 
0.11 0.38 0.36 
0.07 0.31 0.31 
0.05 6.26 0.27 
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l e s s by an i n c r e a s e of masker l e v e l than f o r a n u m e r i c a l l y e q u a l d e c r e a s e of s t i ­
mulus l e v e l ( see Table X). The d i f f e r e n c e i n e f f e c t i s l a r g e s t f o r t h e lowest" t o n e -
b u r s t i n t e n s i t i e s . 
Influence of body temperature 
I n t h e f o r e g o i n g s e c t i o n s t h e u n i t r e s p o n s e was assumed t o be i n v a r i a n t . When t h e 
body t e m p e r a t u r e of t h e animal i s changed t h a t a s sumpt ion does n o t hold any more; 
a d e c r e a s e of body t e m p e r a t u r e w i l l r e s u l t in a b r o a d e n i n g of t h e u n i t c o n t r i b u t i o n 
(Chapter I I I ) . Apar t from t h e e f f e c t of b r o a d e n i n g of t h e u n i t c o n t r i b u t i o n t h e 
NAPs broaden a s a r e s u l t of a d e c r e a s e in s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n (Chapter V). T h e r e f o r e , 
t h e d e s i r e d u n i t r e s p o n s e should have a w i d t h between t h a t of t h e 38 0C NAP and t h e 
NAP measured a t t h e t e m p e r a t u r e of i n t e r e s t . We have t r i e d t o overcome t h i s problem 
by deconvolv ing t h e APs u s i n g two d i f f e r e n t u n i t r e s p o n s e s : f o r each body t e m p e r a ­
t u r e an NAP measured a t t h a t body t e m p e r a t u r e , and i n a d d i t i o n an NAP r e c o r d e d a t 
38 C, were used a s u n i t r e s p o n s e s . The l a t e n c y d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s o b t a i n e d i n 
t h i s way a r e shown i n F i g . 6. Lowering t h e body t e m p e r a t u r e h a r d l y changes t h e peak 
a m p l i t u d e of s ( t ) ( n o t e t h e c a l i b r a t i o n b a r s ) but c a u s e s an i n c r e a s e i n o n s e t and 
peak l a t e n c y a s w e l l a s i n t h e r i s e t ime of s ( t ) 
t h a n t h e 28 0C NAP, 
h i g h e r - t e m p e r a t u r e u n i t r e s p o n s e 
S i n c e t h e 38 С NAP i s nar rower 
τ i n c r e a s e s more when d e c o n v o l u t i o n i s performed w i t h t h e 
Fig. 6. Latency distribution functions (s(t]] de­
rived for different body temperatures. At each 
body temperature the APs were deconvolved with 
an NAP measured at 380Ç (thick line]. For the 
lowest body temperatures a deconvolution was also 
performed with an NAP measured at those tempera-
tures (thin line). Onset and peak latencies for a 
body temperature of 38°С are marked by vertical 
lines. Calibration bars, referring to an arbitrary 
unit
s
 are indicated. 
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DISCUSSION 
Intensity dependence 
A decrease in stimulus intensity produces a shift of the early contributions to the 
AP towards larger latencies. This finding agrees with the results of a narrow-band 
analysis of APs measured under identical conditions (Chapter V). This analysis 
showed a decrease of the contributing region at the high-frequency side and a large 
increase of the onset latency of the contributions within each frequency region. 
Since for the lower-frequency region the travelling-wave velocity is smaller, con­
tributions from this region are less synchronized. Therefore, reduction in the 
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excited region at the high-frequency side effects desynchronization of the early 
contributing firings. This results in a larger rise time fot a decrease in stimu­
lus intensity. The higher degree of synchrony for the first and thus higher fre­
quency contributions creates a shape of the latency distribution function that is 
a mirror image of the excitation pattern along the cochlear partition (Fig. 1). 
The relation between τ
Ν
 and τ (Fig. 3, open circles), shows that τ
Ν
 is equal 
1 1 to τ added to the rise time (0.38 msec) of the unit response used. 
s 
Dependenee on inter-stimulus interval (adaptation) 
The results of narrow-band analysis and deconvolution of the adapting AP (Chapter 
V, Figs. 6, 7, 8 and this Chapter, Figs. 2, 3 and 4) corroborate each other as 
regards the interpretation of AP behaviour in terms of the single-fibre contribu­
tions. 
The occurrence of two peaks in the adapting AP is clearly paralleled by two 
peaks in the latency distribution function (Fig. 4). This fact cannot be inferred 
from the amplitude vs. central frequency relation of narrow-band responses (Chap­
ter V, Fig. 7). Comparison of the NAPs (Chapter V, Figs. 7 and 8) and the shape of 
the corresponding s(t) shows that the latencies of the highest frequency regions 
are approximately equal and thus the contributions of these regions add up to a 
pronounced first peak in the latency distribution function. The second peak will 
originate - according to its latency - from the central frequency region between 
2.3 and 3.2 kHz; this second peak arises because this region contributes maximally 
to the AP and has a distinctly larger latency. 
The difference in degree of adaptation between the two frequency regions men­
tioned above and between the corresponding latency peaks in s(t) is clear (Chapter 
V, Fig. 7, this Chapter, Figk 4). The consequences thereof for AP behaviour have 
already been discussed in Chapter V: for decreasing inter-stimulus intervals the 
AP shows a double peaked N., from which the earlier peak decreases the most. 
The small change in onset time of s(t) for ISI ζ 4 msec also agrees with the 
lower adaptation of the highest frequency contributions and the invariance of their 
onset latencies for a decrease of ISI till 4 msec (Chapter V). Since the onset 
latency of s(t) hardly changes, the latency of the maximum increases equally with 
the rise time of s(t) (Fig. 2, triangles). The increase of τ is the result of the 
shift of the maximum contribution from higher- to lower-frequency regions and of 
desynchronization of the contributions (Chapter V). The large adaptation effect 
on the rise time was already deduced from comparison of AP behaviour dependent on 
recording site (Chapter II), and this is supported by the present results. 
The nonlinearity of the τ
Ν
 - τ relation (Fig. 3, triangles) reflects that 
when the first peak of s(t) is' somewhat smaller than the second one, it still 
determines the latency of the AP. This is caused by the differentiating effect 
of the diphasic waveform of a(t); this effect is rather weak, however, since the 
a(t) used is not very narrow with respect to the latency distribution function. 
Dependenae on masker level 
Although the amplitude vs. frequency relation for narrow-band responses showed si­
milar changes for decreases of stimulus intensity as for increases of masker level, 
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the behaviour of the latencies is different in both cases (Chapter V). The behaviour 
of the latency distribution function reflects both the similarities and the diffe-
rences (Figs. 2, 3, 5 and Table I). The changes in rise time are somewhat larger, 
but the change in onset is much larger for a decrease in intensity than for a nume-
rically equal increase in masker level, respectively. The latter fact emphasizes 
again that in the case of masking with continuous wide-band noise the location öf 
the masking mechanism which mainly affects the AP behaviour is central from the 
filter mechanism which determines the intensity dependence of the Ap. 
Since the onset latencies of NAPs are hardly affected by an increase of masking 
noise level, the shift of s(t) onset can be fully attributed to the decrease of the 
high frequency contributions to the AP. 
The influence of temperature 
At lower body temperatures the onset latency and rise time of s(t) increase (Fig. 
6). Since there is no change in the relative contribution from different frequency 
regions to the AP (Chapter V), the shift in onset latency is attributed to an i^ i— 
crease of the minimal synaptic delay, and the increase in rise time is due to de-
synchronization of the single-fibre contributions. The decrease in synchronization 
probably arises from a broadening of the probability density function of transmitter 
release |12|. The influence of desynchronization is reflected in the intensity de-
pendent changes of the AP parameters for high and low body temperatures (Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. Changée in the AP parameters 
amplitude (A) and latency (τ„ ) for vari­
ations of body temperature 1 from 38° 
to 28°C, as dependent on intensity. 
О Ю 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 ЮО 
Intensity (dB SPLI 
When the animal is cooled, the AP latency increases mostly for low intensities. A 
possible cause for these effects could be found in a relative decrease in rige.time 
of s(t) with respect to the width of the unit response. In Chapter III, however, 
the broadening of a(t) was found to be about 0.05 msec/10oC, while in Chapter V 
0.35 msec/10 С was attributed to a decrease of synchronization, i.e. increase of 
the rise time of s(t). Therefore, the intensity dependent temperature effects are 
the result of a smaller increase of the rise time of s(t) with larger intensitiesr. 
Since the single-fibre f-représentâtion (Chapter V) does not change with body tem-
perature, the intensity dependent change in s(t) is not due to a change in the most 
contributing region but possibly results from different effects of desynchroniza-
tion on s(t) for different.intensities. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Narrow-band analysis and deconvolution methods are complementary in describing the 
representation of single-fibre activity in the cotnpound action potential. 
The behaviour of narrow-band responses reveals a change in synchronization of 
the firings in all of the variations of stimulus conditions examined by us: varia­
tions in stimulus intensity, inter-stimulus interval, level of wide-band masking 
noise and body temperature. In the latency distribution function this effect is 
seen as a change of the rise time. 
In addition the dependence of the onset of the latency distribution function 
on the various stimulus conditions agrees with narrow-band analysis results. The 
largest changes of the onset latency occur with respect to changes in stimulus 
intensity. This is caused by a change in the contributing region at the high-fre­
quency side and a shift in the onset of the response from every region. The onset 
latency depends less on masker level since the contributing region changes at the 
high-frequency side but is not accompanied by a change in the onset of the response 
from each narrow band. The smallest dependence of the onset latency is found with 
respect to inter-stimulus interval. This is caused by the absence of a change in 
the contributing region at the high-frequency side and the absence of a shift in 
the onset of the response from each region. The onset shift of the latency distri­
bution function with cooling of the animal is solely caused by an increase in the 
onset of the response from each region; this, in its turn, is due to the increase 
of the synaptic delay. 
APPENDIX 
With the use of the fast Fourier transform the convolution intergral is taken from 
-e> to +ш. 
A(t) =_
m
f+'°s(T) a(t-T)idT (4) 
Theoretically s{t) and a(t) are zero for t $ 0, hence equation (4) and (3) will be 
identical, and 
A(t) = 0 for t «; 0. 
However, for A(t) ahd a(t) no corrections were made to meet the above mentioned 
requirement. Moreover, the DC levels of A(t) and a(t) are not zero and differ 
from each other.. This results in an offset component in s{t) . Therefore, the 
offset level in s(t) is an artefact which will have no influence on the AP para­
meters. In the presentations of s(t) a correction is made for the offset level 
such that the average s(t) = 0 for t ^ 0. 
Hoke et al. |ll| computed the influence of a(t) waveforms on the deconvolution 
result. They used an approximation of a(t) by means of a smoothed and corrected 
narrow-band response. Changes of the basis waveform mainly resulted in changes of 
s(t) for τ > τ . Hence such deviations will nave no large influence on our con­
clusions. In our sttj's are secondary maxima which can be attributed to the 
above mentioned phenomenon (e.g. Fig. 1, 30 dB, τ ^ 3.5 msec). 
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Since the selected narrow-band response is used as an approximation to the wave-
form of the unit response except for its size, s(t) is an indication of a relative 
number of fibres starting to contribute to the AP at time t. 
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Chapter VII 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The dependence on the recording site 
When the intensity, the inter—stimulus interval, the level of a continuous wide-band 
noise masker or the body temperature is varied, the compound action potential re-
corded from the nerve surface and the round window in the guinea pig behave quanti-
tatively identically. Hence comparison of the behaviour of the electrically evoked 
AP recorded from the nerve surface and the behaviour of the acoustically evoked AP 
recorded from the round window is permitted. For both recording sites experimental 
results and theoretical considerations indicate that for APs evoked by 8 kHz tone 
bursts the single-fibre contributions have the same size. The waveform of the unit 
contribution is biphasic for the round window and triphasic for the nerve surface 
response. The quantitatively different behaviour of APs recorded from round window 
and nerve surface under variation of ISI can be explained by a change in the rise 
time of the latency distribution function. 
Electrically vs. acouetically evoked APs 
The electrically evoked AP is composed of highly synchronized contributions, and 
hence represents the waveform of the single-fibre contribution. The waveform of 
the electrically evoked AP is independent of intensity and repetition rate of the 
electrical stimulus and of the presence of an acoustical noise masker. Hence the 
waveform of the unit contribution is invariant under stimulus variations and the 
stimulus dependent behaviour of the AP is entirely determined by changes in the 
single-fibre representation. Cooling the animal results in broadening of the elec-
trically evoked AP, which indicates a broadening of the unit contribution. There-
fore, lowering the body temperature causes AP variations determined by a combination 
of a change in single-fibre representation and in unit contribution. 
The electrically evoked AP decreases in amplitude for a decrease in the inter-
stimulus interval below 20 msec, this is the result of fatigue in the nerve system. 
Since the acoustically evoked AP already decreases for ISI below 100 msec, the 
adaptation of this AP for ISI >- 20 msec is completely caused by synaptic mechanisms 
and for ISI < 20 msec by the combination of synaptic and neural mechanisms. 
With two stimulation electrodes, one in scala vestibuli and one opposite in 
scala tympani, a small cochlear region corresponding with the place of the electro-
des can be excited electrophonically. 
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Single-fibre représentation 
The behaviour of a narrow-band response (compound response from a small cochlear 
region with central frequency fc) reflects the average behaviour of responses from 
single fibres having a characteristic frequency CF ^  fc. 
Narrow-band analysis results in a picture of the single-fibre representation 
according to the characteristic frequency, 'the f-representation. The intensity· 
dependence of the f-representation is mainly due to the hydromechanical system. 
The response latency of this system depends highly on intensity. At lower intensi-
ties a minor influence of the synaptic system results in lower synchronization of 
the firings from a small cochlear region. For a decrease of the inter-stimulus 
interval the cochlear area excited by a tone burst is hardly influenced on the high-
frequency side. The most excited regions show the largest adaptation. Dependent on 
stimulus intensity and frequency, a difference in adaptation for the different re-
gions can cause a shift of the most contributing region towards lower-frequency 
regions, this results in an increase of AP latency, 
The responses from a small region show a decrease of synchronization caused by 
synaptic mechanisms. The desynchronization effects an increase of AP latency. An 
increase of the level of a continuous Gaussian wide-band noise masker influences 
the f-representation in the same way as a decrease in stimulus intensity does. How-
ever, the latency behaviour of the narrow-band response is different for both cases. 
The masker affects the latency in the same way as in adaptation. Hence it is indi-
cated that for masking with a continuous wide-band noise masker the localization 
of masking processes is central to the hydromechanical system. 
Since cooling of the animal has no influence on the f-representation, sharpness 
of tuning in the cochlea will be temperature invariant. The temperature dependent 
increase of AP latency is caused by a broadening of the unit response (nerve mecha-
nism) , an increase of the minimal synaptic delay and a decrease of synchronization 
(synaptic mechanism). 
Deconvolution of the compound action potential and a unit contribution results 
in the single'-fibre representation according to the latencies of the contributions: 
the t-representation or latency distribution function. Since the relation between 
characteristic frequency and latency is not unique but dependent on stimulus condi-
tions, the f-representation and the t-representation are complementary to each 
other. 
The changes in the latency distribution function underline the results from the 
narrow-band analysis: the rise time of the latency distribution function changes 
for all variations in the stimulus conditions applied, the largest variation is 
shown for adaptation. 
The onset of the latency distribution function varies: 
- much for changes in the stimulus intensity, this in mainly caused by the hydro-
mechanical system: a change of excited cochlear area on the high-frequency side 
and a change of onset latency for contributions from each region; 
- less for variation of the masker level, this is mainly caused by mechanisms cen-
tral from the hydromechanical one: there is only a change of the excited coch-
lear area on the high-frequency "side; 
- for variation of the body temperature, this is caused by the synaptic system: 
notably a change in the minimal synaptic delay; 
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hardly for changes of the inter-stimulus interval: the excited area is hardly 
affected on the high-frequency side. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift wordt het gedrag van de samengestelde aktiepotentiaal (AP) van 
de gehoorzenuw in de cavia onder diverse stimuluskondities geanalyseerd. De AP is 
de respons van het perifere auditieve systeem. Bij onze beschouwingen zijn we uit-
gegaan van een perifeer auditief systeem opgebouwd uit de volgende deelsystemen: 
het meahanisahe systeem, van luchtdrukvariaties tot en met vibraties van de stijg-
beugel; 
het hydromeohanisahe systeem, waar frekwentie selektie plaats vindt, van beweging 
van de stijgbeugel tot en met excitatie van een haarcel; 
het synaptische systeem, elektro-chemische koppeling tussen de haarcel en het neu-
ron, van excitatie van een haarcel tot en met depolarisatie van het neuronmembraan; 
het neurale systeem, van depolarisatie van het neuronmembraan tot en met voort-
planting van een aktiepotentiaal. 
De samengestelde aktiepotentiaal is opgebouwd uit bijdragen van afzonderlijke ve-
zels en kan o.a. beschreven worden door de konvolutie van een eenheidsbijdrage en 
een latentieverdelingsfunktie. Getracht is met behulp van verschillende meetmetho-
den een indruk te krijgen op welke wijze bij verschillende stimuluskondities de 
afzonderlijke vezelbijdragen van verschillende karakteristieke frekwentie zijn ge-
representeerd in de AP en welke processen daaraan ten grondslag liggen. De volgende 
stimuluskondities zijn gevarieerd: intensiteit (I], interstimulus interval (ISI), 
nivo van kontinue Caussische breedband-ruis (Ml en lichaamstemperatuur (T). Bijzon-
dere aandacht is geschonken aan de invloed van de haarcel-neuron-synaps op het 
gedrag van de AP. 
Aangezien het vrijwel ondoenlijk is direkt in de haarcel-neuron-synaps van de 
cavia te meten, is een indirekte methode gebruikt ten einde de werking van de sy-
naps te bepalen. Hiertoe werd de cochlea elektrisch gestimuleerd óm de excitatie 
eigenschappen van de zenuw te onderzoeken (Hoofdstuk III]. Door vergelijking van 
het gedrag van de akoestisch opgewekte AP met de elektrisch opgewekte AP en gebruik 
makende van de reeds bekende eigenschappen van het mechanische en het hydromechani-
sche systeem, werd de invloed van de synaps bepaald. 
Als voorbereiding voor de elektrische stimulatie experimenten, waarbij stimu-
latie- en afleidplaats ronde venster en oppervlak van de gehoorzenuw zijn of omge-
keerd, is de invloed van de afleidplaats op het gedrag van de AP bepaald (Hoofd-
stuk II). Uit deze resultaten blijkt dat het AP gedrag vrijwel niet, alleen bij 
een verandering in interstimulus interval in geringe mate, afhankelijk is van de 
afleidplaats. Hieruit is gekonkludeerd dat de latentieverdelingsfunktie van de 
afzonderlijke vezelbijdragen sterk zou verbreden bij afname van het interstimulus 
interval en niet of in mindere mate verbreedt bij afname van de stimulus intensi-
teit of bij toename van het ruisnivo. 
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De elektrisch opgewekte AP is opgebouwd uit afzonderlijke zenuwvezel bijdragen, 
die sterk gesynchroniseerd zijn, zodat de golfvorm van deze ΛΡ de golfvorm van de 
eenheidsbijdrage nabij komt. De elektrisch opgewekte AP blijkt invariant te zijn 
voor veranderingen van de stimulus maar blijkt te verbreden bij afkoeling van het 
proefdier. 
Verkleining van het interstimulus interval beneden 20 msec heeft een verminde­
ring in de amplitude van de elektrisch opgewekte AP ten gevolge, hetgeen we kunnen 
toeschrijven aan uitputting van de zenuw (refractair mechanisme). De akoestisch 
opgewekte AP daarentegen, adapteert reeds voor een stimulus interval kleiner dan 
100 msec. Aangezien de mechanische en hydromechanische systemen geen adaptatie ver­
tonen zal het adaptatie gedrag van de akoestisch opgewekte AP voor een interstimu-
lus interval groter dan 20 msec geheel ter verantwoording van het synaptische 
systeem komen en voor een interstimulus interval kleiner dan 20 msec veroorzaakt 
zijn door het synaptische zowel als het neuronale systeem. 
Aangezien de eenheidsbijdrage onafhankelijk is van de stimulus parameters, 
is voor veranderende stimulus het gedrag van de AP te herleiden tot veranderingen 
in de representatie van de afzonderlijke vezelbijdragen. De verandering in de 
representatie is onderzocht met behulp van smalle band analyse (Hoofdstuk IV en 
V) en dekonvolutie (Hoofdstuk VI). S.malle band analyse van de AP resulteert in 
smalle band responses, bijdragen aan de AP van kleine gebieden in de cochlea, ge­
relateerd aan de overeenkomstige karakteristieke frekwenties, de f-representatie. 
Door middel van dekonvolutie van de samengestelde AP met behulp van een benaderde 
eenheidsbijdrage, wordt de latentieverdelingsfunktie bepaald. Deze funktie geeft 
het relatieve aantal vezels, dat op een moment begint te vuren, aan," en is dus een 
afzonderlijke vezelrepresentatie op basis van de latentie van de vuringen; m.a.w., 
een t-representatie. 
De resultaten impliceren dat een smalle band respons de gemiddelde eigenschap­
pen van een kleine groep vezels weergeeft. Dit geldt voor alle eigenschappen van 
het perifere auditieve systeem die tot uiting komen in de bij dit onderzoek ge­
bruikte stimulus variaties: frekwentie selektiviteit, adaptatie en maskering ver­
oorzaakt door een kontinue breed-band ruis. 
De gebieden die het sterkst door een toonstoot geaktiveerd zijn, blijken de 
grootste invloed van verkleining van het interstimulus interval te ondervinden. 
Door dit verschil in adaptatie voor de diverse gebieden kan, afhankelijk van sti­
mulus intensiteit en frekwentie, een verschuiving van het meest bijdragende gebied 
optreden naar een gebied met een lagere karakteristieke frekwentie. Zo'η verschui­
ving uit zich in een verbreding van de AP en een daarmee gepaard gaande latentie-
toename Van de AP. 
Verhoging van het nivo van maskeerruis heeft een soortgelijke verandering in 
de f-representatie ten gevolge als verlaging van de intensiteit. Het latentiege-
drag van de smalle band respons is echter voor beide gevallen verschilldnd, en 
vertoont eenzelfde kleine verandering voor toename van het ruisnivo als voor af­
name van het interstimulus interval. 
Afkoeling van het proefdier resulteert in een opschuiving van het begin van de 
AP als gevolg van een toename in de minimum synaptische vertraging. De kwaliteit 
van de frekwentie selektiviteit 'in het gehoororgaan van de cavia is daarom waar­
schijnlijk niet afhankelijk van de lichaamstemperatuur. 
Alle door ons onderzochte variaties in stimuluskondities hebben een verànde-
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ring in de synchronisatie van bijdragen van een klein cochleair gebied ten gevolge. 
Dit is terug te voeren tot de eigenschappen van het synaptische systeem. 
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Vera F. Prijs werd op 25 april 1949 te Rotterdam geboren. Na in deze plaats aan 
het Charloise lyceum de HBS-B opleiding gevolgd te hebben begon ze in 1966 met 
de studie natuurkunde aan de Rijks Universiteit te Utrecht. Het candidaatsexamen 
(N. = hoofdvak natuurkunde, bijvakken wis- en sterrenkunde) werd in 1969 afgelegd 
en daarna werd de richting van de experimentele fysica ingeslagen, met de bijvak-
ken toegepaste wiskunde en musicologie. In de Keel-, Neus- en Oorheelkunde kliniek 
van het Academisch Ziekenhuis in Utrecht werd een oriëntatie studie gemaakt van de 
invloed van de in het oor ontstane vervormingsprodukten van de muziek op de tonica 
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fysica in de werkgroep celcommunicatie van Prof. Dr. J.J. Dernier van der Gon, en 
had als doel de bepaling van de electrotonische koppeling tussen de cellen van de 
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De studie werd in 1973 afgesloten met het doctoraalexamen en vanaf dat tijd-
stip tot eind 1977 werkte zij in ZWO-verband als wetenschappelijk ambtenaar op de 
afdeling KNO van het Academisch Ziekenhuis te Leiden. Zij was belast met de uit-
voering van het onderzoeksproject getiteld: "de invloed van de haarcel-neuron-
synaps op de representatie van zenuwvezelaktiviteit in de samengestelde aktiepoten-
tiaal van de gehoorzenuw". De resultaten van dit onderzoek vormen de basis van dit 
proefschrift. 
Gedurende de jaren 1974-1978 doceerde zij het vak geluidleer aan de Stichting 
Logopedische Opleidingen; medio 1978 verkreeg ze de bevoegdheid tot het geven van 
onderwijs in de natuur- en wiskunde. Het Academisch Ziekenhuis in Leiden nam haar 
in oktober 1978 als deeltijdwerker in dienst om het dierexperimenteel onderzoek op 
de afdeling Keel-, Neus- en Oorheelkunde voort te zetten. 
Naast haar wetenschappelijk werk besteedde en besteedt ze een groot deel van 
haar tijd aan muziek, en speelde ze in vele muziekgezelschappen blokfluit, klarinet 
of basklarinet. Thans is ze lid van het blaaskwintet "de Phononen". 
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1 Bij het bepalen van AP tuning curves is het wenselijk standaard stimulus kondi-
ties en maskerings kriteria aan te houden. 
Van Heusden, E. and Smoorenburg, G.F. (1980). Hearing Research, to be published. 
Dallos, P. and Cheatham, H.A. (1976). JASA 59, 591-597. 
2 Voor het meten van trillingen van middenoorbeentjes en basilair membraan ver-
dient het gebruik van SQUID technieken serieuze overweging. 
3 Het gedrag van smalle band responsies representeert het gemiddeld gedrag van de 
responsies van afzonderlijke vezels binnen een klein cochleair gebied. 
Eggermont, J.J. (1980). Symp. on Hearing, 153-161. 
Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk V. 
4 Voor het verrichten van een verantwoord audiometrisch onderzoek dient de gehoor-
gang nauwkeurig gereinigd te worden. 
5 Cochleaire gebieden die het sterkst geëxciteerd zijn vertonen de meeste adap-
tatie. 
Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk V. 
6 Het met behulp van dekonvolutie verkregen excitatiepatroon van pathologische 
cochlea's dient zeer kritisch bekeken te worden. 
Bappert, E. et al. (1979). SFB 88 Scand. Audiol. Suppl. 11. 
Elberling, С (1976). Disorders of Auditory Function II, 109-117. 
7 De huidige kennis van de orthomoleculaire geneeskunde pleit voor een andere aan­
dacht voor de kwaliteit van voedsel dan culinair gebruikelijk is. 
Merijer, O.G. en Broekhuizen, G. (1980). Intermediar 30, 1-13. 
8 Een gesloten kromme in het vlak die zichzelf in eindig veel punten snijdt, ver­
deelt het vlak zodanig in stukken dat deze met twee kleuren gemerkt kunnen wor­
den zodat aangrenzende stukken verschillende kleuren krijgen (zie achterzijde 
proefschrift). 
9 De plaats van de eerste en tweede violen in een orkest ten opzichte van het pu­
bliek is in overeenstemming met de richting waarin de instrumenten de meeste 
energie uitzenden. 
Jansson, E.V. (1976). Acustica 34, 275-280. 
10 Het achterwege laten van onderzoek naar de Moermanmethode beperkt de genezings­
kans van een aantal kankerpatiënten. 
11 De halfwaardetijd van de wetenschappelijke nieuwswaarde van audiologische lite-
ratuur is dermate kort dat het aanbeveling verdient gebruik te maken van kring-
looppapier. 
12 Wanneer de interaktie tussen Phononen sterker wordt verdwijnt de harmonie. 
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